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1. INTRODUCTION

t. l. Employment and motherhood

In Lerner and Loewe' s musical" My Fair Lady" (1956), (based on Bernard

Shaw's play "Pygmalion" (1c)1.1», Professor Higgins asks: "Why can't a

woman be more like a man'!" Many researchers in the 1980's in the Iield

01' the career psychology of women, appear to have shared Professor

Higgins's senti ments. Thei r articles on this subject suggest that ir only

women could be more like men in tl.!l'ITIS of their attituue towards paid

employment and com mi unent to Iul Hi me. uninterrupted c areers,

emancipation, equul.iv with men. arul possibly also self-uctuallzutiun would

follow. 'I'll achieve these objectives women would however have to

overcome two major stumbling blocks to career advancement: llwl'I'iagc and

motherhood, l-or example Ruxso (197() stated that society'« dcflnuiou of

good motherhood does not allow a woman to cnouse the multiple-role life

style, mother and worker, without experiencing feelings or guilt and

wi th nut risk! ng hei ng ostruci zed hy Iarni Iy and peer's, Consequently, Russo

(11J'?9) 'iuggcstcd th:!t the I\.'gltimatc option Ill' voluntary chlldlcssncsv be
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ABSTRACT

This Study examined the relationship between work status, job satlsfuction.

parental satisfaction, self-esteem and life satisfucuon. The sample

comprised IOl Wl.ite South African nurses living in an urban area. They

were all married and had at least one child under 13 years of age living at

home. Forty of tbe nurses were employed full-time. 29 part-lime and 32

nurses were housewives. The three groups or nurses were compared on

their scores 1'1'0111 the Job Satisfaction Questionnaire (Wan, Cook and

Wall. 1979). the Cleminshaw-Guidibaldl Parent Satisfaction Scale

~Cleminshaw and Guidibaldi, 1(80), the Index of Self-esteem (Hudson,

1(82) and the Life Satisfaction Questionnnire (Wan. Cook ami Wall.

1979). The only slgniflcant difference found between the three groups'

mean scores on these four scales. was between the "Full-time" group and

the "Housewife" l!I'OUP on the Parentnl Satisfaction Scale on which the

"Housew ivex" scored signi Ilcantly higher than the "Full ..timers". Results

indicated tlwt the majority of till.! women in the sample preferred part-rime

work to full-time work OJ' to being II housewife. It was also found that

over hall' the subjects were not sutisf'led with .heir present work status and

that long working hours had a negative relationship with parental

satlsfucriou. satisfaction with work status and life satisfaction.
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2.2 Wol'l< motivation

2.2.1 Equal but rliff'ereut

Rosen (1989) conducted a three-nation study of adolescent boys and girls

in the United States. Britain and I' -Iy. He found that. on the average, the

boys and girls in his sample had similar competencies and achievements,

values and perceptions as well as similar educational and occupational

expectations. The girls in his sample performed as well as boys in sehoul

and c! zaged in as many extra mural activities. The grrls enjoyed levels of

self-esteem on a par with the boys in the sample and responded to threats

to their interests with equal degrees of hostility. Rosen (1 (89) also found

that assertive and active responses to personal and situational chall~!llgcs

were as common among the girls as among the boys. Judging 1'[,0111

Rosen's (1989) findings one could easily . SSUI11t: tl1.\t career theory

originally developcu Oil the basis of male samples should apply equally

well to won.ens careers and career motivation. Statistics lind research

\ Van del' Walt, I (}R,~; White. Cox and Cooper, 19(2) however tell a

different story So what changes the adolescent girl's expcctutions and

career motivation in adulthood? Mothcrnood dIW~.. "Being a parent has

a major impact 011 lnl.our force participution 1'1)1' W()I1\L:lI but little effect 1)11

men. In Hrttaln only \) pr:r.'l.'llt of women with children 1I11\!,'l fivl; work

full -tirnc " (Arher ·l!1d (.illlt'l't. 1()l)2. P 3)



It is clear from the table that women have increased their proportion of

labour market participutton relative III men over the past foul' years. The

1995 figures art! comparable With those of Britain, the United States and

France where women also make up approximately 40 % of the labour turce

(Arbcr and Gi 1bert, 19(2).

According to Van UlW Walt (1984) 5.1 % of all working women in South

Africa in tilt! early 1980's were engaged in f'our traditionally Icmale

occupations: nursing, teaching and clerical or sales work, Ninety 1'0111'

percent of all nursing staff were women und -+8C;:. of all teachers. 5() ~::.Ill'

all clerical workers and 45 % of all sales staff were women, This is not it

t';II!Oomenon unique to the South African labour market There is in fact

it fairly clear segmentation of the labour market in most Western countries.

Fill' example in BI'itain 70 f1: of all working women work in lower level

clcrlcul and service-sector johx and llVI.!I' 40 % of women work in jobs

where they have no male colleagues (Whit», ('IlX and Cooper, 19(2),

Whereas the sex stereotyping of the socialisution process of girls as well

as the sex stereotyping of certain careers will have a def'lnite influence on

the segmentation of the laI1l111J' market, it b also important to note that

many women ill trying lu cmnhinc family and career rend to dlllllse

<,,'x stereotyped occupations that allow Iur ~~asi~'ntry and exit from the

worker role (Osipuw, J(lln).

12



i) those young females who were still at school 01' other training

institutions were included in the l(llt) age group ami cluxsif'ied as

"not economically active":

ii) many women in South Africa arc ahle, in terms of their employment

conditions. to retire at 60 years of age.

Approximately 70 % of all Coloured and White women in the :!O,j4 year

age group arc economically active. This is also the age group which is

normally chuructcrizcd as being the" childbearing and rearing" stage of

their lives, which sugg(!sts that these women make up a large proportion

of the total labour force, as shown in Table 2:

TABLE 2I~'------------------'--------------------------------~I
Proportion of economically active males and females per

population group based on the Central Statistical Service's
population census Carried out in 1991 and 1995 respectively

BLACK WfIlTE COl.OURED ASIAN

1991 1 ()l)5 Il}() I 1(1)5 1t)l)1 1995 1l)<)1 Il)l) ;1

Male (i1 or 5,) ('~, () 1 ('1 ;)1) ~'c, ,'17 '1 55% (>H 1;'1 (1) rr,I' !l

Female J I) ~'{, ·~5(';. ,jl) r: 41 (" 4J r:I .+."1 'J 32 ~f ,'5"fii'

.-:..=--="':::::---=' - ----!"-

II



as being .12% I'm Black women, ,13% for White WOITl'.'n, 38 % for Coloured

WOnll!I1, ant! 1(1('{ for Asian women in jl)H6 (El'w\!~, 1!)86'. According to

the South Af'rica'v Central Statistkal Servicc'x employment fil,!ul'es for

19911" 48 W·of all Black women in the HHi4 age group were ecunumlcnlly

active, whereas the figures for White. Coloured and Asian women were

55 %. 56 Ii, and 38 W· respectively. Womcn'.s participutiun in the luhour

Force varied considerably between different age groups as can he seen in

Tahle 1.

TABLE t

Eccnomially active females per population and age group based
on the Central Statistical Service's population census carried

out in 1991----------------------~I
16" 19 20 24 ").;' 34 1'1·54 55 ()4 J() 64.,. ..1

Blnck 15% ..f.l "! ()2 t·{ 51) f':, .\0 ~; 48%r:

White 24% 70 r~: Ml% .'19% J() t,::. .'i.'\ %

Coloured 35 % 7' ,., eo f;;. 54% 24 ~l:) .16%~ (

Asian .30 ~1. 57 f': 48% :U% II r1 JR'ii,t·

lowest percentage Ill' ~'\lll1lll1\kally active temnles was round in all

percentages can III II lal;'l' ,'\ !i'1l1 hl' cxpluiucd hy thL' tuct that:

10



impetus to this llW\IJ~", ..nt. They include: the increased production and

availability of labour saving equipment and products for the home, the

development 1)1' more effective methods \)1' controlling procreation and the

trend towards smaller families. [L well 11; the rise of egalitarian Ideologies

which have raised issues concerning women's rights, roles and status in

society, To thexe conditions and trends can he added those enumerar- 1 by

Gerdes (1988): Women have about 30 years of life left after the} have

reared their children, because their average life expectancy has increased

by about 33 % since the middle of the luvt century; economic factors such

as the rising cost of living motivate women to work for remuneration in

order to give their children a higher education. to obtain luxuries or merely

to make ends meet: and finally. an increasing number of women are single

and the heads of households, The high divorce rate PI'I!Vaitm1 in many

developed countries has ccrtalnly played a part in Increasing the level of

employment of women in these countries. According to Lottenvillc and

Sherman (1988) households without husbands wen: considered to be the

most financially hundlcupped or all the classification categories given ln thc

!lnitod Stat.l!S census of I()86. The divorce rate anH111g Whltes in South

Africa is similar to that in developed countries such as the United Suues

and Sweden (Gerdes, It}88).

Women in South Africa continue to enter the labour market in increusingty

lurgcr numbers, Whereas 2.~ ('I Ill' South Afrka's women were in the labour

force in tWlO (Itt! proportion had grown to .n~;,in 19RO and was estimated

t)



CHAPTER 2

2. WOMEN AND WORK

2.1. Women and work in the Twentieth Century

Women have always worked. They have worked in their homes <lilt! on

their' farms with 11 multitude of lasks essential to the survival of their

families. Their changing role since the turn of the century can to a large

extent he attributed to industriulizutiun and urbanisation (Rosen, 19R'». As

societies became industrialized and urbanised WOllH)I1'S work was needed

in the fuc torlcs , as well as in schools and hospitals, and with time, in

shops and offices. The two world wars, especially the second world war,

changed the rule of women I'll ('I.!V I.!1'. In taking over the jobs left vacant by

men going ro war, women proved thai they could do any kind of WOI'k if

they had to, including jobs that Wl,'('C considered dangerous or physicully

demanding. Though women were encouraged to retreat back III 111\!il'

domestic roles in the povt-wur ycarx in order to make thclr jnhx uvailuhle

to the returning troops, women have since the Iil'tics entered into the

labour force in increasingly greater numbers. According to Ilurke and

Weir (lCJ7(1) a number ()f conditions and trends have converged to give



defines part-time work in terms of hours worked pel' week as well as in

terms of the quality of the work-content and working conditions

characterizing different types of part-time jobs. The second section (4.2)

of Chapter 4 enumerates the reasons why women choose to work part-time

and in the third section (4. J) of Chapter 4 a theoretical model of the

relationship between employment status, family work and life satisfaction

is proposed.

A background to the specific factors affecting the nursing profession as

well as previous studies conducted on samples drawn from the nursing

profession in South Africa as well as in the United States ami Great

Britain, are discussed in Chapter 5. The nursing profession was considered

the ideal sample group for the present study for the following two reasons:

availability of part-time posts for registered nurses, and the fact that

nursi ng sisters worki llg part ..ti me have the same work content and hourly

pay as those working full-time in comparable positions, The methodology

f'or assessing the differences in role satisfaction between the nurses working

part-time, working full-time and those who were at horne on a full-time

basis is put forward in Chapter R. and the statistical analysis conducted on

the research data is presented in Chapter 9. The findings of the study and

their implicution« for practical application as well as for future research arc

discussed in Chapter 10 whicl; also includes a brief discussion of the I110fe

obvious limitations of the study,

7



Chapter 3 attempts to answer the question: "Are multiple roles a source or

role conflict or of role satisfaction?" In discussing rule conflict in Section

11, the point is made that many working women in South Africa are able

to avoid some of the stress associated with roll! conflict due to the

availability of domestic workers. The second section (3. 2) of Chapter 3

deals with role satisfaction, which for purposes of this study includes joh

and parental satisfaction. The point is made that job sutisfaction is hy no

means a unitary concept but that the type of job satisfaction derived will

depend on the individual's life stage, marital status. number of dependants

and financial circumstances. This section also underlines the fact that

parenthood and parental satisfaction arc relatively neglected topics in

psychology and that in developed, post-industrial countries parenthood has

become a conscious choke. subject ttl careful analysis of costs and

benefits. This second section of Chapter 3 also discusses the relationship

between multiple roles, self-esteem and life satisfaction. [II the third

section (3.3) of Chapter 3 the relationships between different roles arc

discussed and it is proposed that there is It theoretical point of marginal

utili ty between role satisfucti on and 1'0)e conn ict, and that the chullcnge

lies in achieving the optimal balance between the time and energy invested

in a role and the satisfaction derived from it.

In Chapter 4 it is proposed that part-time work achieves such it balance for

mothers of young children and is for this reason the optimal work

scheduling option for this group. TIlt! first veciion (4.1) of Chapter -+

()



1.2. The purpose of the study

The purpos: of this study is to investigate whether women who arc mothers

of young c nildren arc more satisfied with their lives if they work part time

than if they work full-time or are at home with their families on a full-time

basis, and further, whether or not these differences can be attributed to an

accumulation of the role satisfaction derived from the worker role and the

parental role rcspectivelv,

1.3. Outline of the study

The increase in the levels of women's purticipnrlon in the labour market

world ..wide since the Second World War is noted and South Africun labour

statistics are compared with those of the United States as well as with a

few European countries, and some possible reasons for the segmentation

of the labour market into predominantly female and male occupational

groups are discussed in till' Iirvr section (2, I) of Chapter 2. The impact

of motherhood on il womnn'v career development as well as the importance

of considering the vuriution in a woman's ~aI'L'l.!J' motivation at different life

and family stages art' cl11pha\il,'d in the second section (:2.2) or Chapter 2.

A comprehensive overview II( different theories of need sarisf'action and

their contribution to ll111ti\ auonal theory is presented in the third section

(:!. 3) of Chapter 2.



art' able to work part-time when their children are young do not nave to

face the re-entry problem faced by many women in the Western world

(Gerdes 1981, 1(87), nor are they at risk of :,.;,ng left destitute in old age

as a consequence of divorce Of widowhood (Older Women's League,

Washington DC, 1(88).

It is also very important not to lose sight of the fact that most men and

women desire lind enjoy having children (Hoffman and Hoffman. 1973,

Beckman, 1(78), Family life generally has a strong positive relationship

with life satisfaction for both men and women (Haavio ..Mannila, 19i1) and

parental satisfaction also has a strong positive relationship with life

satisfaction (Guidlhaldi and Clerninshaw, 1(85), It can thus he argued that

not only does part-time work for women with young children maintain

these women's work continuity, hut it also allows these women to ohtain

maximum satisfaction from the parental role. Part-time work 1'01' working

mothers has, above all, been valued as a solution to role conflict and the

stress associated with role conflict (Hall, 1(72), Perhaps it is now the

time also to look at the benefits of the part-time solution from a role

satisfaction point of view, Women derive a great deal of sutisfucrion from

both their worker role and their parental role (Beckman, 1(78), and it is

therefore not unrcnsonuble to suggest that part-time work is the work-

'iedullng option that allows these women to achieve the optimal balance

between the time and energy invested in worker role and the parental role

and the ~atisfac!i(}fl derived from each respectively,



uninterrupted full-time paid employment (Sundstriirn, 1987). The main

reason for this lack of "progress", remains the same as ever: children

require intensive, personalised and long-lasting care (Leach, 1994), and

women still remain the preferred. choke as care-givers to the new-horn

infant, simply because of the early bo.iding between mother and infant

brought about by pregnancy, childbirth and breast-feeding. Consequently,

we find that the parent role is still differentially defined for men and

women, the maternal role requiring substantially more time and effort than

the paternal role (Gutek, Larwood and Stromberg, 1986). Being a parent

therefore has" a major impact on labour force participation for women but

little effect on men" (Arber and Gilbert, 1992, p.3). It is thus not possible

to apply men's career development theory to women, as their theories treat

family life as an external irrelevancy (Larwood aud Gutek, 1989). In fact,

a married woman's working life cannot be divorced from her family life

(Gerdes, 1987).

So if modern society is dependent on women's participation in the labour

force, and women themselves are expected to be financially independent as

well as to attend to the needs of their children, how can these conflicting

demands be reconciled? Well. in Sweden where more than 84% Ill' all

women in the 16"04 age group are gainfully employed, 41 % of these work

part-time and approximately 70% or women with pre-school children work

part-time (Arvedson, 1l)86). In other words, in Sweden, part-time work

has replaced labour force interruptions (Sundstrom. 1(87). Women who
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included as an important variable in future research on the career

psychology of women. Fitzgerald and Crites (1980) argued that being a

housewife could not be considered a career option but should rather be

regarded as a factor impinging on career choice, and further, that marriage

as such could be considered a factor limiting a woman's career

development on a par with inadequate ability and physical disability. They

emphasized the need for career counsellors to confront the socialization

process that their female clients had been <;:l' ",.ptr . to, and to help women

to identify the relative costs and benefits of career and marriage. Finally,

Betz and Fitzgerald (1987) proposed that:

"home-oriented women may be motivated not so much by the

desire to nurture but by doubts concerning their capabilities

to cope and compete in the larger world. The" deficit

model" of choice of homemaking as the central life pursuit

would be suggested" (p. 124).

We ar; now well into the 1990's and, as far as we know, women are still

getting married and still having babies and interrupting their careers in

order to look after children on nne or several occasions during their

working lives. The fact remains that only 25 % of the working women in

highly developed, post-industrial countries such as the United Slates and

Sweden are able to fr.ll ow the traditional male career pattern of

1



as the very foundation for the development of self-esteem which in turn

will enable the individuul to become self. actuaiizcd. Blesheuvel (1984) has

suggested that it might indeed he more useful" to look at the Maslow

hierarchy as effectively reducible to two levels, D (Deficiency) (which

includes the physiologicul, security and love needs] and B (Being) needs

(which include the self-esteem and sclt'-acrualization needs) with a dynamic

prepotency relationship between them which varies with time and

circumstances" (p. 81). Porter (1961) had added the need for autonomy to

the five needs suggested hy Maslow (1943). He notes that the autonomy

need is subsumed under the esteem needs in Maslow's (1943) system, hut

that the autonomy need which he had positioned between Maslow's (1943)

self-esteem and seif-actuulizution needs, is logically distinct from both

those other needs and thus deserves a category of its own Alderfer (1969)

contrary to adding more spcdl'k needs to Maslow's (194J) system hax, not

unlike Bleshcuvel (It)84), ~lIggc'll!d 11 revised and more Inclusive xystern

which has been named UHi theory:

E stands for "Exlsrence'' which incorporates Maslow's (1943)

physinlogical and \at'~'ty needs:

R stands ror 01 Relatcdlll''''' which iIH:tll'(,m'utc.:.s Maslow'v (194J)

bclongirtgness and cxrcrn.rllv I~(.'neratcd l'StC~~1l1and;

(I stands for growth whldlln,'lrp\)l'at{~s Maslow'« (1')4J) .rucxelfcsrcem

and wIt' actualizntion nCl'll\
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(Dinkmeyer. Pew and Dinkmeyer, 1(79). The attainment of (his goal has

variously been called self-uctuulization (Goldstein. 1939: Maslow. 11)40).

full- functioning (Rogel's. 1%1). sci f-cxpunsion or competence (Dlnkmcyer.

Pew and Dinkmeyer, IlJ7l}) and high ill "Gcmelnschnttsgetuhl"> (Adler.

19.38). A feeling of belongingness tIl the community is in fact, in the view

of Adlerians, till! key to the development of self-esteem In the individual.

Through the social interaction with others the individuul can experience

self-worth a, j at the same rime he given the opportunity to share his 01'

her abilities with others. Maslow (I no) has suggested that satisf'action of

the sl!1f-esteem need leads to feel ings (If self-confidence. worth, strength.

capability, and adequacy. of being useful and necessary in the world

(pA5). Finally, the self-uctuulization need is. according to Maslow

(1970), characterized by a person's desire for self-fulfilment and the

tendency for him or her to become actualized in what he 01' she is

potentially. Maslow regarded self-actualization the highest need in the

hierarchy as the pinnacle of human motivation (Barling, 1987. p.4<}l)). It

is interesting to observe how Maslow (1970) and Adler (I <US) differ in

their view of self-actuulization, Though they both view the striving fur an

"unique identity" or "sel f -actual izution" as the "master moti VI.!" or

"pinnacle of human motivation", Maslow sees this need or drive as being

conceptually separate from the ht.!longing and self-esteem needs. Adler

(19.'8) on the other hand sees the feeling of helonging to the community

Ilm\;flll'lfl'[, J1,'',\< ,11)\.1Illllkt1!l'Vt'f I I, ',~, ,111'\ ~"",'t'I\.'\' ' "II(' ) ol+rr ',,11, \.'II :ldl'Il"I~ ,\\ flJl.'lr Ilt.·~f frllll\i<tfl,m '11 ',i,'Il1Cl!i\ '1.1' !,':' 11))11 ,
." 1\'1.'1111)\.11hl~lllIll\tn\: \It I Ill' , InlnIIJIlI\"· I~ u.rwcver ,1 IIl1Ht' 11111,,,,1ItAfI\!!\(I\m dod !hut Ittclrttl·tI fll' flUq)'J~l'\ III Ihl\ ,1(1.,1',



or shelter h . \l!, she i.., unlikely ttl actively veek satisfaction fur any higher

order need bcture these vcry hask needs have been met l.ikcwise " the

threat or chaos 01' nihilism can he expected in most human beings to

produce it regression from any higher needs to the more prepotent sat't:ty

needs" (p. 4.1). According to Maslow (I (70) the need for love and

hclongtngncss will emerge when both the physiuloglcal and safety needs

are fairly well gratified. It i., Important to note that the love needs involve

hoth the giving and receiving of love. All people have a need for self'-

esteem, and 1"01' the esteem of others. The xelf esteem needs should

according to Maslow (1970) he classified into two subsidiary sets, The

first set is chnructcrizcd by our need for recognition= and appreciation: in

other words" self esteem is not only connected with feeling lovable, hut

also with feeling competent" (Storr, 198<), p, 126). A~ Maslow (1970) has

pointed out. it is above all Alfred Adler and his folluwers who have

stressed the signiflcancu or sclf-csruern for the wcll-belng of all human

beings, young or old. l;edings or inferiority arc believed to he common

among many atIt;!l', (l1.)<.:au\1.'of lltd I' I.)X pcriences in childhood as ini tially

helng dependent, small and sociullv inferior persons (SWl!I.H1cy, lC)RI). As

a consequence of this pcopk tend til strive for signif'icunce and toward the

fulfilment of thc goal to achieve an unique identity and to belong. This

movement toward an unique identity is according to Adlcrians the

motivating force Ildlind all human activity the master motive



need for sdf esteem and at the very top of this pyramid we find the self.

actuulizatton needs (sec ligurc I).

actuali zati on/

/ Self-esteem

/-----_.'"
/

./ I.OVt.! and ht!longingncss

Safety and security

Physlological

Figure 1

Maslow's hierarchy of needs

Maslow (11)70) I' I xtutcd ihut the physilllll;.?kat needs arc l ndouhtcdly the

!l111~1 prcporen: or all needs. If a human being IS deprived 01' water, rOllt!



(I c)<)2) have sllgge\t~d that too little research has heen carried out on life

l'OUI'SI! changes in wumcnx lives and furthermore that "histo: icul and

sociologicnl research has not paid heed to intru-individuul differences as

they influence and are influenced by the context in which they arc

embedded" (p. 1<»), Our uudcrxtandi ng of women's career patterns and

underlying career motivation will thus vemain incomplete unless we focus

on intra-individual differences over the life span as well as lin the inter

:'IIJividlial duferences tradltionally studied hy career theorists and

occupational psychologists.

2.2.3. Need Satisfaction

According to Maslow (1943) any motivated behaviour IIlU<..,t he understood

to he a channel through whicl many basic needs are simultaneously

expressed and satisfied. HI! has emphasized that though human needs tend

to arrange themselves in hierurchies of prepotency no need cun be treated

as if it were isolated or discrete, every need is related to the satisfaction

\)1' dissatisfaction of other needs. Maslow's (11)43) theory of motivutlon

rests on the premise that there arc five bask human needs thur can he

visualized as being ilfl'iWgcd in ascending hierarchical order within the

structure of a pyramid. ;\t the base of this pyramid we find the bavic

physrologtcu: needs such as hunger ami thirst. above these the need 1'0(,

safety ami security followed by the need for love and belongingncss. the

11



ami

The cmploymcnt-folluws-motherhood sequence, where the

mother completes her parenting responsibilities before she

takes up II career,

To these five alternatives 01' sequences (not six, as Super's (1984) and

Daniels and Weiugurtcu'x (1<JR2) respective "interrupted" and

Third:

"employment-brackets-motherhood" arc the same) we can add the

" employ ment- brae kets- motherhood ..for -euch-new- additi on-to-the- family"

sequence where thl.! woman will go back to work after a shorter or longer

absence after the birth of each child.

Perun and Bielby (198R) have pointed out that" the timing of the events in

the work cycle of women raises new issues in vocational theory, These

issues must he exurnincd both within the context of the work cycle itself

and in relation to the other devclopmcntnl cycles 10 the adul: life course,

if we are to understand how agio! and sex internet to determine the

occupational behaviour of women" (p,250), In an overview or the

motivation of career theory ll\ er the past century Snnncnfield and Kotter

(1982) have concluded that carver theory has hecume increasingly dynamic

with career utCOIl1CS \l1.'\\,'d as the result of the inteructlon of

occupational, personal and Lll11ily factor's throughout a lif'ctime, They have

suggested that in order tu t1ll1kl'\lantl career patterns and career outcomes

mort! fully" WI.! must r()~'ll' \lUI r cscarch on adult development, the family

and life cycle as well as career stuges" (p, D), White, Cox and Cooper
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pervasive that Iocuxing on [a wornans] career development without

simultaneously taking into consideration tilt! f'amily'x developmental needs

will produce an incomplete understanding of career dynamics" (p.159). It

follows that any theory of women's career development must allow for

varying alternatives in terms or the career paths women choose to follow

(l.arwood and Gutek, 1989). According to Super (19R4) these alternatives

might include:

stable working (no interrupti ons for homemuki ng)

double-track (working while homemaking), and

interrupted (working, homemaking and working);

Daniels and W eingurtcn (19R2) found that fifty two of the seventy two

mothers in their sample (L e. m01'1.! than 70%) used nne of the three

roll owl ng career patterns'

l1i rst : The motherhood-follows-employment sequence WIH.!l'l: the

mother starts her career and then stops working altogether

when the first child is horn;

The employment brackets motherhood sequence where the

mother interrupts her career. spends lull time at 111\1111: with

the children, and resumes her career when the children arc

older:

Second:

II)



House Plateau Stage". In other words, the" career-oriented" group did not

have any children yet, whereas the" homemaker-oriented" group had

children ranging in age from new hom to primary school. A similar

pattern had emerged in an earlier study conducted hy Baruch (1967). He

found that women's need for career achievement drl)ps during the peak

child- rearing years and then increases when the family has been

established. Orden and Bradburn (I 9(>(» found that as the age of the

youngest child increases, there is actually a steady increase in the

proportion of women entering the labour market. Hall (1975) found in his

study that age itself had little to do with the role experiences of the women

included in his sample. Following Lopata's (1966) model however, he

found that the women's life stages, defined in terms of the number of

children they each had as well as the ages of these children, was strongly

related to these women's experiences of role pressure and conflict, Home

pressures increased in the early Ii 1\.' stages whereas work pressures were at

a minimum during the peak family years and then rose sharply ux the

children grew older allowing f'or more non home involvements 1'01' the

mother. A married woman's occupational life can thus not be divorced

from her family lil'e (h.!l'dl!s, I(7). There appears to he a gcnerul

agreement among researchers in th~~field of workfumlly linkages, that the

developmental stage of it woman' s children has a greater impact on her

working life than her 11WI1 ag~' Ill' life stage (Baruch, 1967: (Jenks, I t)H7;

Orden and Brudburn. 1%l); Tinsley and Faunce, 1l}!Hl). Sekuran and Hall

(1()R9) have suggcsl~'d that these family linkages lire in fact "S<l..,IJ'llng and

IS



5. The size of the horne that must be maintained

6. The number of items that must be maintained

7. The number of persons helping in the performance Ill' the duties and

the type of assistance each provides

8. The number a.id variety of "labour saving" devices or

"conveniences" designed to decrease the effort required to perform

any of the tasks

9. Tile location of the household (Lopata, 1966, pp.9,,10)

The next major stage" Pull House Plateau" starts according to Lopata

(1966) when the youngest child enters school and ends when the childr en

start leaving home to live somewhere else, Lopata (1966) has emphasized

that the stage when there U1'l! no babies in the home is not reached for most

women as soon as tahle<; l)r uverage life cycles have led us to expect. He

found a wide variation in the ages of the women he interviewed 1'01' his

studies at which this stage had occurred. Finally, l.upuras (1966) last

stag~ "Shrinking Circle" occurs when the first child has left home. l Ising

l.opntn'» (1%6) model Tinxley and Faunce (1980) found in their study or
a large sample of W\)U1Cll who had been claxsif'ied as either" curcer-" \)1'

"homemaker oriented" in a previous study, that these WOllH.!1l were in Iuct

at different idcntif'iublc ~lagL's in terms of Lopata's (1966) six stages. The

majority of the xu-culled career oriented women were clussif'ici! in the

.,Becoming Stage". In contrast. the majority of the So culled homemaker-

oriented women were clnssif'icd in either the "Peak Stage" or in the" Full

17



Larwood and Gutck (1989) have stressed the signi ticunce of ti mi ng and age

for women' s c arcer development. Ti mi ng and age are generally not

considered in male-oriented career theories because" men are assumed to

have been continually involved in the Job market at a constant level of

opportunity" (p. \ 77). Women on the other hand may have shorter or longer

absences from the labour market due to family commitments. Richardson

(1981) has pointed out that as the biological time table for fertility is more

definite for women than for men, WOJ1)l.m cannot postpone indef'initely the

decision to have children. Because of this, argues Richardson (1981).

"COIlCt.!l'nS about reproductive goals are quite salient to women in early

adulthood and tend to interact with other life goals affecting the pattern 01'

experience of their IiI'\! roles" (p.116). Lopata (1966) has described the

different stag es of a woman's married life and variation in her family

commitments over a life span. The It Becoming Stage" lasts from marriage

to the woman's first pregnancy. The" Expanding Circle Stage" starts with

the woman's first pregnancy. In the "Peak Stage" the woman has several

young children. The demands made on the woman at this stage will

depend on a combination or the following factors:

1. The number and the ages of the children

2. Their special needs

3. The kinds of duties ur.dertakcn by the mother in relation to these

chlldren, because of societal. circle, or self imposed demands

,t The kinds of duties undertaken hy the mother in relation tll other

members of the household

16



the survival of our species may require men and women to prepare for and

act out sex stereotyped parental roles at a critical stage in adulthood, after

this '[age the career patterns and career motivation of men and women will

tend to he less and less differentiated as they move into middle al:, '.

2.2.2. Life Stages and Career Patterns

Super (1984) has observed that both men and women appear to make

decisions about their working lives on the basis of their self-concepts and

the circumstances they live in. The differences in the choices they make

are, according to Super (1984), thc.xe associated with childbearing and

rearing and the sex-role stereotyping based thereon. Larwood and Gutek

(1989) have argued that it is not possi bl e to apply theori es intended for

men's career development to women, as these theories treat" family life

largely as an external irrelevancy" (p. I 'ley sugg,.~,t that any good

theory of women's career development muxi include the following

important elements:

career preparauon,

the opportumuc. availuhle in society,

the influcn ....c \II marriage, pregnancy and children,

and timing lind age.

15



According to Gutek, Larwood and Stromberg (1986) the parent role is

differentially defined for men and women. the maternal role requiring

substantially more time and effort than the paternal role. Gallus (1989)

has pointed out that it has for some time now been taboo to acknowledge

any basic di fferences between men and women other than the most obvious

biological ones. Equality between the sexes has required a "belief in what

now seems a simplistic definition of equality as sameness" (p.Ll O). Gallos

(1989) suggests that the time has come to move beyond the debate of

whether women and men are developmentally different and to focus instead

on understanding the differences and their implications. Gutmann (1975)

has proposed that the differences between men and women have an intrinsic

basis and that they are organised around the vital requirements of young

children. He argued that parenthood constitutes the pivotal stage of the

human life cycle" organising the form and content of the stages which lead

up to it, as well as those that succeed it" (p.167). In practice this would

mean that men and women would tend to gravit-": towards the parental

roles developed over the centuries where the father takes the role of

provider and protector of mother and infant and the mother takes the role

of primary caregiver to the infant. Once this" chronic emergency of

parenthood" (p. 167) phases out however. the different roles expected from

men and women also become less differentiated. Gutmann (1975) has

suggested that neither sex is the final custodian of the qualities we choose

to call" masculine" and feminine" as" these qualities tend to he distributed

IlOt only by sex hut also hy life period" (p. IRI). In other words. though

14



I'CSllUI'I:es" in thl' model. The individual's personality and .h: social

upport uv ai Iable Iii hi III Ill' her moderate the I'd ali onshi p hetw- -.n stressor

'Hid stress as well as between stress and strain,

Bedeian, Burke and Moff~~lt (1988) have, among several others, studied the

effect of work-family I.:OTlflict among married male and female

professionals. The purpose of their study was to clarify the processes hy

which work-related role stress and parental demands interrelate and

influence work and family outcomes, Only subjects who were married and

employed full-time were included in this research. The results of thelr

study indicate that. for huth men and women, as work-related roll' stress

increases, life satisfaction decreases hccausc of subsequent increases in

work-family conflict and decreases in marital satisfaction and job

satisfaction,

Skowno (19k5) has pointed out that South African society differs from

American and other Western societies in tenus of the availability of

domestic help. She sllgg~''it:i that dome .tic help is an important support

system for both \vol'king 1111.!nand W(}Il1~'n in South Africa who are ahle tll

delcgntc both housework and childcare to it domestic servant. [I' we refer

hack til Barling' ... model in r:igul'l.! .l. \VC can St'l~ how such a support system

would modcrute horh the vuhjcctive experience of strl~SSIlr'i from work and

parental demands as well ", between experienced str~'s'i and the re ...ulting

'train therefrom. Richardson (11)1}I) concurs with Skowno (I<JH5) and has

.n
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Figure 3

Framework for linking stressors, stress and strain
(Reproduced from Barli ng (1990), p. 14)

In Barling's (19C)O) model stressors arc defined as objective envirunmentnl

churucteristics or events which arc quantil'iahle and can he verified

objectively. Stress on till! other hand refers to the subjective experience

of one \)1' several stressors, linally, strain refers tll the result llf '>I J'I.·...s ,

i. e. the individual's psychologicul and phyxiologicul r<"S(HlOSC to sIres" II

is important to note what a crucial pal t IS played hy the so called "I.'uping



CHAPTER 3

3" MULTIPL E ROLES
SATISFACTION?

ROLE CONFLICT OR ROLE

3, l. RoJe conflict

Hall (197:2) has suggested that chronic role conflict, defined as mutually

competing demands anti expectations by role senders, exists fur many

working women, According to Hall anti Gordon (l97 -') conflict between

work and family role is generally negatively associated with general

happiness for full-time employed women, It is above all women with

young children who arc cvpcciully likely to experience the strain 1I0d

resulting dissatisfaction asvociutcd with role cunf'lict (Andrisinni and

Shapiro, 1978: (jenks, I()K7). Role ~'l)llnict is one of the majol'

psycbologlcul strcssors Ihat individuals encounter (Blul!n and Barling,

Barling (1<)<)0) has pointl'd lllli the importance of differentiating between

xtrcssors. stress and strain l li-, ,uggl.'stl)d model for linking these three

COIlL'l:ptS is presented in 1I,'III\' l



2.3. Conclusion

The increase in the levels nf worncn'x participation in the labour market

since the second world war has changed the structure and values of

Western society irreversibly. With change comes the need fur adaptation

and flexibility both in terms of uie way we think ahout things as well as

the way we do things. We arc starting to realise that women arc hy no

means second class citizens in a society where the male prototype is the

ideal, hut valuable people in their own right who have the potential to

make a large and important contribution to society both as mothers and as

workers given that we are uhle to conceptuulize and accommodate the fact

that women's career involvement and underlying career motivation are

irrevocably linked to their and their families dcveloomcntat stage in the life

cycle, Both men and women strive to optimize their need satisfaction

whatever their given circumstances might he. A woman cun derive

satisfaction of her basic needs both through family work and paid

employment and her well being as well as that of her family will ultimately

depend on how she is able to combine the parent rule and the worker rille

at different stages of her life,



tend to make decisiuns regarding paid employment versus family work in

t';I'Il1S of the utility of their work in or outside the home, The more

prof'itable" a woman's work is in the horne in relation to her work outside

the 11l'l11c. the less she will work outside the home: It follO\vs that fewer

women with pre school children will work full-time than those who have

older children ar.J tl.at those who have a higher level or education or \v110

can attain higher levels or remunerution arc more keen t\) work outsid. 'ie

horne than l;WSC who have a lower level of education \lI' an! paid less.

According ill Per.erssun (19H2) it also fullows that those women with

husbands who have high salaries. work less than those whose husbands

have low sularies.

It would appear that both 1l11!1l and women will tend to attempt to optimize

their need surisfuction whatever their given circumstances may be, It is

important to recognise that not all kinds M work satisfy the same needs

and that pt:opk ,II'I! motivated by different sets of need depending on their

particular financial. social and fumilial situation. WI.; must also retnernber

that the opporrunities for sclf-uctualizntion in the work situation is a

functiun of both the individual's potential and I.!ducatil)ual level as well a~

of the stimnlutiun and opportunity fur growtb and development inherent in



motivation Betz (ll)R"~) found a significant relationship between need

fulfilment and life satisfaction for two of the three occupational groups of

women she had included in her study (profcssionai-martngeriul and

homemakers). Ric hardsun (1()91) in a study Ill' South Al'ric an career

WOI1ll!l1 found that these women Were primarily motivated by fucrors such

us the opportunity to achieve self-actualization and the challenge and

stimulation offered by a job rather than by purely financiul rewards. Most

of these WOl1l1!n also enjoyed the contact with people which their' work

provided and felt that work developed areas within themselves they had not

previously been aware Df, Hirschowitz (1987) studied the work

expectations prevalent among a large sample of South African saleswomen,

She found that money was the most important reason given by these women

for worki ng outside the home indic uti ng that the sutisfucti on of

physiological and security needs is a basic considerntlon influencing

women's decision to work, However, White married saleswomen worked

not only to satisfy flnunciul needs but also to satisfy their need to be

among other people and to he ot' xome usc (0 othel's, In other wordx, 11}(J'i~~

women wanted (0 not only satisfy phyviolngical and security needs but also

social and esteem need". Hlrvchr-v«. 1-':',.') also round that among all

marrtc« w omen in her 'iilll)f'I,'. 'he lo\V1.'1' the huxhand' s sal 11I'Y, the 1ll01\~

likely they were to regard Iinancial rernuneratiun as the most important

reason fur working. These Iindingx cun be related to those of Pettersson

(19H:?) who after a thorough reVII-'W or existing literature i!S well as an

extensive analysis of SWt'lllsh labour vtutistics has concluded that women

.~2



It is apparent from Figure 2 that Alderfer's (1969) and Astin' '; (1984)

theories of basic human needs overlap in terms of demarcation and content

though they usc conceptual definitions that suggest different theoretical

fou ndatl on. Whereas "existence" and "survival" are more 0[' less

interchangeable concepts, "relatedness" and "contributlon" are not

"Relatedness" suggests the need fOl' social interaction and a sense of

belongingness, whereas" contribution" suggests that a human being can

only find a place in the community and receive true recognition if he 01'

she arc able to contribute to the well-being of others. As 1'0)'" growth" ami

"pleasure" one describes the path towards sdf.;< uullznrion, the other what

it feels like when you have achieved it.

In a study conducted by Porter (1961) on a sample of men employed either

in bottom 01' middle management, the results indicated that esteem, security

and autonomy needs were xignif'icuntly more often satisflcd in middle than

in bottom management. Higher order needs were the least satisfied needs

in both bottom and middle management. [t was also fOllnd that the ~1.!1f.·

actuullzuuon need was 'he most criticul need urea of those studied in terms

of both perceived deficiency in fulf'ilmcnt and perceived importance to the

individual. Bet? (I <)82) also found xelf-nctuulization to he the highest

ranked need both for employed women and for women who were

homemakers, In her second study based on Maslow's (1943) theory of
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stimulated a lot of thought and writing on this subject over the past fifty

years. It is perhaps useful at this point to attempt a summary of the

convergence and divergence (If the theories of basic human needs discussed

above. An overview of these are presented in Figure 2.



have a need to fed that they are contributing to the good and well-being

of others, whether they are members of the family, the immediate circle

of friends, the community, the nation 01' some large social entity. Astin's

(1984) contribution need can he viewed as subsumrning other needs such

as the need for recognition and appreciation, in that contributing to the

welfare of others typically results in the positive feedback from the

personts) affected.

Astin (1984) has pointed out that most women are able to xatixf'y their

survival and contribution needs through both paid employment and family

work. When occupied by family work a women's survival needs are

satisfied" to the extent that the homemaker has a contract (e. g. marriage)

or an Implicit understanding with someone who acts as the breadwinner.

Thus the homemaker satisfies her survival needs indirectly" (p. (20),

Whereas Astin (1984) believes that a woman is also able to satisfy her

contribution need through family work, she is of tne opinion that it is

much more difficult to satisfy the pleasure need through family work than

through paid employment. She poses the question whether it is not perhaps

possible for women in particular to maximise the satisfaction of tIH!SI.! three

needs "by the choice of paid work acti vities that can appropriately interface

with the family work activities" (p.125).

It is patently clear that Muxluw"« (IC)43) origtnul ankle presenting his

theory of human motivation in tht: journal" Psychological Review" has
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mainly through creative behaviour and is the reason why some people put

a lot of effort into their work and some do not. Those who can find self-

actualization through their work tend to find their work pleasant and

personally absorbing. On the other hand, those who do not find self-

actualization through their work may experience feelings of frustration and

depersonalisation.

Not unlike Maslow (1<)43) and Roe (1956), Astin (1984) has argued that

basic work motivation is the same for men and women (Gilbert, 198.:1).

According to Astin (19~";') work behaviour is a motivated activity intended

to satisfy three basic needs: survival, pleasure and contribution. She

views these needs as being "interactive and present whenever we are

motivated to engage in work behaviour" (p. 120). Astin chose these three

n .eeds for her sociupsychulogicai model of career choice and work

behaviour because she viewed them as being primary needs in work

motivation and also because they could subsume mauy other needs. Astin

(1984) defines the survival. need as being chiefly physiological, the need

for an income that cun pay for food. shelter, clothing and other items

esscnti al to our physic al heul th and well- hei ng. The pleasui e need refers

to the intrinsic pleasure of work activities, to the intellectual and emotional

pleasure that derives from the performance and uccomplishrncnt of a task

01' the achievement of an objective. According to Astin (1987) the

individuals self-worth and self-esteem derives to a large extent from the

satisfaction of the cuntribution needs. She believes that all human beings
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Alderfer's (1969) theory also differ" from Maslow's (1943) in that he

posits that lower order needs do not have to he fully satisfied hefore higher

order needs emerge.

Roe (1956) was one of the firvt American p .ychologists to apply Maslow's

(1943) theory of motivation to the field of occupational psychology. She

suggested that in fact there is no single situation which was" potentially so

capable of giving satisfaction at all levels of basic needs as the occupation"

(p.31). According to Roe (1956) it is the occupation or job which in most

cases provides tne person with the means that can he used to satisfy the

physiological needs. In her view it is also a person's job that will to a

large extent satisfy the security and safety needs: "It has been repeatedly

demonstrated that many persons will choose a joh that promises security

over on ~ which pays more but cannot he counted upon to last" (p.32).

Likewise a person's joh can provide that person with the opportunity" to

be needed and welcomed by the group" (p.32), which is an important

aspect of a satisfactory job which has the potential of satisfying tb , persons

need for belonging and affiliation*. In terms of the esteem need, Roe

(1956) maintains that" having a jon in itself carries a measure of esteem"

(p, 32) and adds that" what importauce it has is seen mcst dearly in the

devastating effect upon the individua' of being out of work" (1).32).

According to Roc (1956) the need for self-uctuulizatiun manifests itself
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Women wno worked. had a partner. one Of more children. were students.

and engaged in at least one volunteer activity reported the most positive

Ieclingx about themselves. Most of the respondents agreed that thdr lives

involved fairly high levels of stress, hut interestingly and signit« antly, this

find was independent of the number of roles held. Pietromonaco ct al

(1986) suggest that "one reason that having multiple roles may contribute

to self-esteem is that performing a variety of tasks and interacting with

more role partr . ers, increases OlW'S sense of competence and facilitates the

development of a richer, more complex view of self' (p. J79). 'lbcse

results can be related to the conclusions reach by Voydanott (1987) after

reviewing current research literature on women's work. family and health.

She found thaI. being married, hcing employed outside the home. and being

a parent were all independently associated with lower levels of depression.

Hauvi 0 Manniln ( 1971 ) C'<'I mi ned "the :;utls f:1'_'~i"H uert ved from three major

institutions in the life of at: a-lult man and woman: family. work and

lclsure" (p.558). Her subjects were randomly ::dected among persons aged

15· 64 years in Helsinki (caplral or Finland) Satisfuction was measured

simply by asking how satisfied the subjects were with different aspects of

their lives: status at work, work ill general. family life in gcucrul,

relationship to spouse, poxsibilirics I'm leisure time US\!, and overall IiI','

satixlucuun. Huavio Mannila (In1/ fount! that Ianuly satisfaction had the

highest correlation with overall lift' ~alisra(.'liol1. She also found that lor

the working \ViVl'S )!cllcral family satisfadiilll was more important III
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t't:l!iings lIt' se lf worth and Self.·\!SII.!1.!11l. Having and raisinu children Ul1l.!S

however involve a considerable amount Ill' time and effort. l-or many

W(l1111.!11 WIll, 1\ .irk full time. the jnys of motherhood arc tu intcd by the

strain and <Inx I.;IY caused hy continuous time pressure and role c o nf'lict.

3,.2.3. Life Satisfaction

Barnett (19H2) exumined thl.! relationship between well-being and work

involvement in a group of 134 White women in the USA, All the subjects

were married and mothers 01' at least one pre-school child Fifty of these

women were working 1'(11' pay for at least tell h(1UI'S per week 'l'wo ind ices

were used : (a) self-osteen: and (b) satisf'actiun with tll'l\!'S current role

pattern, Barnett (1982) Iound that wit! putteru satisfaction and se lf-csrecm

wen) slgnlf'lcanrly and posltive ly correlated fur both the "at home" and

"working for pay outside the horne" groups of moiherx, and ~71;(, of the

women reported rhemsulves [l) hI.! either moderately ur very ~:atisfietl,

Arnone! the employed women. commiunent to work correluted highly with

both ro lc pattern ,\It is 1',1\: t in 11 .o J'\()) and with sci r -extec f1l .o ..+X).

I'tetromonac». Manis and Fruhurdr Lane ({ tIX() I studied the psydwlngk;1I

consequences or multiple social roles auuinust women l'hcir findi'1gs

sU)!~',eskd tliat, fill' (.'[11 Itly\!d women havinu Il1Ullipk w~'lal I'I:ks may

enhance the ir psvLhlllngkal well hl.:in!.~ The y ais" ['(lund that thoxe women

who held more soLial I'llks \!nlIlYt~d I:larkl!dly hi!.!III." 1l'\'I~1s .11",'If esteem.



women who indicated concern regarding the childrcn'v needs interfering

with their careers. Beckman (197R) concluded that the findings of her study

suggested that employment and fertility were perceived as incompatible or

as competing roles by her sample. She added that they may become more

compatible in the future depending on two main factors: whether 1)1' not

more state subsidised child care centres will he constructed and whether or

not part-ti me employment becomes a valid opti on for women in high level

jobs,

As pointed out hy Richardson (1981) parenting and purental satisfaction are

not totaliy separate Of independent functions of the individual but

dependent on and influencing other important aspects of the individual

parent's life, James, Schumm, Kennedy, Grigsby, Schcctman and Nichols

(1985) obtained significant correlation between both parental satis fuctlon

and marital satisfuction (0,23) and parental satisfuction and self-esteem

(0,23), Guldihuld! and Clemlnxhuw (19S5) found a strong poxitive

relationship between parental satisfaction and IiI'\! satisfaction of {),,,5

([1 < ,01 ),

Most of the abovcmcmioncd authors appear to agree that having children

and the parental rol e have the potential of hri ngi ng great satisfucti lin inil)

an adult person'« life. Having children enhances the quality of Iii.: ill [ht

it suttsl'lex our need for love and bclongingness and reinforces our scuxc or
being mature and responsible adults, both of which in turn I'ahc (lUI'
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non-protcxsional married women aged 28 to Ji) years who W\)I'\; all

employed on a full-time busis. she found the following: The most sulicnt

rewards of parenthood (mentioned b~ one third 10 one half of the sample)

were: watching the growth and development 01' the child: the rclaticnship

with the child (e. g. gl.!tting and giving love); the teaching role (i. c. helping

and guiding the child's growth and (I(WdOpnH.'Ilt); and fulfilment of the

female role. These findings supported Beckman's (197R) original

hypothesis which stated that affectionate relations with children were

probably the most salient satistuctions of parenthood for WOl11un, As for

till! cost of parenthood. restriction of trcedom, opportunity. privacy and

mobility emerged as being the most salient for this sample group, Other

costs of parenthood also mentioned by the respondents included worrying

about the childs health and social development, the great responsibility

involved in rmsing a child and also. not unexpectedly, interference with the

women's careers, The most sulicnt general reward of work mentioned hy

(J I % of the respondents wa~ xccinl interaction, Also highly sulicnt WC1'I!

achievement, d1alh~ngc and creativity, self-definition, esteem,

independence, ccuuomic h~'nl'lits, mental stimulation and the "in world"

time structuring" (P, ~2J) a~pl'~'t Ill' work. I. c. the structure and pattern

work adds to one's life, Jill' rnoxt salient negutlvc factor mentioned hy

nearly 50 % of the r~Splllllknh wa~ tl1l: rime factor. I\lso mentioned by the

respondents was the !lega(! \ \' I III(lad Ill' work Ill! the needs u]' their children

as well as the diffkultk-\ \'I1\()lIntcred in having to he at work all Jay,

every day, It is inreresung ((I note that it was mainly the prul'cxxionu!
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intensive agricultural societies in third world type economies). Jensen and

Kingshorn (1985) have suggested that many of the above reasons for

having children, and perhaps others not included, are present in varying

degrees and different combinations in most families.

In studying the parental role it is, according to Richardson (1981), most

important also to consider the broader context in which it is placed.

Otherwise we would he enuol'sin!, "a myth in the social sciences that

occupational and family roles constitute "" two separate and non-

ovcrlapplng worlds:" (Kanter. 1977, p.B)" (p,13), Richurdson has

suggested that work and intimacy are processes which occur in both

occupational and familial roles. Quoting Kanter (1977) Richardson has

donned work as mobilisation for the accomplishment of tasks, and intimacy

as the way people relate to one another; both the occupationul and parenta!

role depend 011 how well the inliividl',ll is able to carry out the tasks salient

to the role and personal relationships arc very important both in the

workplace and in the family. She concludes that work and intimacy should

be viewed as P[,()Cl!SSCS of the individual rather than as charucterlstics of

11 setting or a role. Such a viewpoint will broaden" the scope of any 1'01"

inteructlon and more accurately reflect thr reality of role enucnncnt"

(p,14).

Beckman (IWIK) examined tiw relative rewards and costs of parenthood und

employment for employed women. lron. a sample of 12.'\ professional end



These Jays" adults have consid. • noice in deciding whether It) have

a child, how many to have and when to have them" (Richardson, 1<)81,

p.13). Guidihaldi and Clerninshuw (1985) have also emphasized the

freedom of choice associated with taking on parental responsibilities In

Western industrialized societies: "Considering the fact that dependable

birth control procedures and abortion are now widespread means of

exercising control over fertility, commitment to child rearing has become

a conscious, wilful decision subject to careful analysis of costs and

benefits" (p. 293).

Hoffman and Hoffman (1073). after reviewing a number 1)1' studies,

developed a list of nine bask reasons for why parents value having

children as welt as the parental role itself. These are:

adult xociu! status and identity;

(~) expansion of the self. tic to a larger entity. immortality;

(3) morality, religion. altruism, g( of the group, norms regurding

sex uulity ;

(4) primary group tics, affiliation;

(5) stimulation. novelty, fun:

(61 creativity. uccomplisliment, competence:

(7) power. influence. effectiveness:

(In social comparison. curupetitiun: and

(<J) economic utility

(the last reason would apply mainly til l11W technology Ihigh labour
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together the cone. pts of' life stages and of multiple links between different

sources of satisfaction in OUI' lives provide a potential new direction for

tuture research on the relationship between job satisfaction and life

satisfaction. "Such an approach would suggest that a consideration of the

developmental stage and the important of any of the multiple roles is

required to predict the strength of the relationship between job satisfaction

and life satisfaction for a given individual" (p.21)9).

In conclusion it can he said that job satisfaction is by no means a unitary

concept. We can identify both intrinsic and extrinsic jon satisfaction, that

is a job has the potential to provide us with satisfaction of most of our'

needs (Roc, 1(56) anti whether these he D or B Metis (Bicsheuvel, 19~\"

will to a very large extent depend on life stage. marital status, number of

dependants and financial circumstances.

J. 2. 2. Parental Satisfaction

According to Gutmann (1975) parenthood is a relatively neglected topic in

psychology, He puintx out that psydlOlllgists have usually chosen to focus

on the consequences of b~illg, parented and not on rhe effects of I'art~nthood

on thl~ parents themscl yes.



founded on different factors. intrinsic and extrinsic, depending on their

marital status, education and joh level, as well as on their financial

requirements. The single professional women expressed more satisfaction

with pay than any of the other groups, whereas the married professional

women, regardless of the presence or absence of children, expressed the

greatest satisfaction with the work itself. These results suggest that

different asiects of job sutisf'action come to the fore depending on the

individual's circumstances and further that the pay-job satisfaction and

pay-life satisfaction relationships IlJ'U moderated by the individual's

financial needs more than by any other independent factor,

A study conducted by Steiner and Truxillo (l089) sought to test the

desegregution hypothesis of the r slationship between life satisfaction and

job satisfaction (Rice, Ncar and Hunt, 1(80), which proposes that the

relationship is stronger for individuals who value work in their lives.

Stei ncr and Truxillo (lOIN) ohtai net! data on work involvement, j oh

satisfaction and life satisfaction from a sample comprising 382 individuals

(I ')8 females, 184 mules) employed in a diversity of occupations. The

results of the statistical analysis of this data suggested that" improving life

satisfaction by enhancing joh satisfaction v-ill he most successful 1\1('

employees who place high importance on work in their lives".

Rain, Lane .md Steiner (I l)l) 1) reviewed current literature on the .lllh

satisfaction/life sutistucrio-: relationship and concluded thtlt hringing
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themselves in terms of being thei r family's pri mary breadwi nner" (p. 365 J.

George and Brief (1990) added an important proviso in discussing the

results of their study. They suggesteu that" while the male breadwinner

role may he especially prominent in traditional f'a.nily configurations ....

it may be less likely in single-parent families, particularly those headed by

females". George and Brief (1990) recommended that future research

should focus on the breadwinner role across different family

configurations. Lottenville and Shern.an (1988) had in fact already carried

out such a study in which they had compared the job satisfaction of

married, divorced and singlu women in a medical setting, Theil' sample

comprised 88 female employees working in a hospital in a Southern State

of the USA. The night shift was not included. Four groups were formed

based on marital status. Two of the foul' groups consisted of married

women, one of these two gl'lmps comprised women who had at least one

child under 18 years and the other comprised those who had no children

under 18 living at horne, Both groups of married women had a spouse

living in the home who was working at least thirty hours pet' week anti who

had been continuously employed for the past twelve months. The third

group were divorced women wh.. had at least one child under 18 years of

age living in the home. The final gr'Hlp comprised sing.e women who had

never been married and who hilll no children. These groups were further

divided into tWI) groups. l'J'p!l· ...xionuls (including registered nurses) and

clcrtcul/tecbnlcal staff lilt.' J't'\II!tS of this study yielded a number of

important indicutionx as to how [oh sutisfuction for female workers is
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to a change in the attitudes and norms about the relative importance of

work to women's lives. They concluded thaI for many women, "their

identities are no longer defined exclusively hy their homes and families hut

also by their jobs" (p.505).

George and Brief (1990) examined the moderating effects of financial

requirements and gender on the pay-I i fc satisfaction rei ati onship. They

hypothesized that this relation would be stronger for those with high

financial requirements and also stronger for males than for females, the

reason being that "current conceptions \)1' r.iasculinity retain the

breudwinning role as a defining characteristic; by performing this role,

men affirm their manliness and possession of traits stereotypically defined

as masculine such as strength, endurance and ingenuity" (p.360). George

and Brief (I99() only obtained it fairly modest correlation between job and

life satisfaction of 0,22 which can he compared with those obtained by

Kavanagh and Halpern (1(}77) ({l,27 and 0,34 for males and females

respectively) and by Tuit and Padgett (1c)~9\ through their meta-analysts

(0,44). George and Brief (11)1)0) did however, hy means of rnoderared

regression analysis, obtain II \I<lti'itil:ully significant triple interaction

between pay satisfaction, linanciul requirements and gender and thus they

concluded that financial requirements and gender jointly moderate the

pay-Jlf'e sutisfucrion rL'iatI11Ihlllp. "That is, pay satisfaction had the

strongest relationship for Il\ilk~ with high financial requirements. I'his

finding is consistent with tile I\ka that males continue to def'inc and judge
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homemakers. Results indicated that working women at mid-life had higher

self-esteem, less psychological anxiety and better physical health than

homemakers. Kavanagh and Halpern (1977) investigated the relationship

between life and job satisfaction for males and females respectively. The

purpose of their study was to ascertain whether the gender difference found

by Brayfield and Wells (I (57) would appear in their data. Brayfield and

Wells (1957) had found that there was no significant relationship between

job and life satisfaction for the women in their sample, but that this

relationship was significant in it positive direction for the men. Contrary

to the gentler differences found by ;"rayfield anti Wells (1957) twenty years

earlier, Kavanagh and Halpern (1977) found that in their sample job and

life satistaction was positively related tor both males and females

regardless of job level. The correlation coefficients were 0,27 and 0,34

for males and females respecti ,.y. Kavanagh and Halpern (1977)

attributed the changes in this relationship for the female sample primarily

to attitudinal changes as a result of the women's movement. Using a meta-

an,.lysis approach Tait and Padgett (1989) investigated the strength of the

job and life satistuction relationship as well as gender effects as a function

of the date of study. Based on a total sample of 19,811 males and females

they obtained a correlation coefficient of 0,44. They found that the joh-

Ii fe sntisf'act] on correlati on had increased greatly for women in recent

years. They suggested that though shifting population charactcnsrics

probably playa role in till' changing rdarionship observed for women,

they, like Kavanagh and Halpern (1')77) before them, attributed this change
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suggested that" a factor unique to the experiential world of the South

African career woman is the avuilability of inexpensive domestic help"

(p.169).

It would thus appear that, though the negative effects of work-family

conflict on the well-being of South African working women must always

he considered when studying this group, the availability of social support

in the form of the South African domestic worker enables us to study the

presence or absence of role satisfaction in this group while controlling for

the negative effects of role conflict. In other words, we are, in this

particular context, uble to paraphrase Herzberg's (1968) two factor theory

as conceptualized by Cummings ami El Salmi (1968) and suggest that the

opposite extreme of role conflict is not role satisfaction out no role conflict

and that the opposite extreme to role satisfaction is not role conflict hut no

role satisfaction.

3.2, Role Satisfaction

3.2.1. Job Satisfaction

Coleman and Antonucci (1<)g3) examined the impact of employment statlls

on the self-esteem, psychulugicul well-being and physical health of women

at mid-life. Their sample comprised 206 employed women and I S3
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had Increased the proportion of women continuously employed part-time,

and reduced the proportion non- employed among women with one pre-

schooler. and among those giving birth to additional children, Sundstrom

(1987) further conflrmed the prevalent trend in Sweden for women

predominantly to remain part-time employed during the years of child

rearing and birth" of additional children. When children start school

mothers increasingly extend their hours to full-time. In comparison with

women in the United States. Swedish women had less labour force

interruptions as in the absence of parental leave and options of reduced

hours of work American women often have no choice but to stop working

al together. Sundstrom (1987) concluded that women followi ng the

traditional male career pattern of uninterrupted full-time work constltuted

a minority in both countries (liSA·· 26,7%; Sweden· 23,3%).

4.1.3. The satisfaction derived from part-time work

It appears that women who work part-time derive as much satisfaction from

their work as do their colleagues working full-time. Logan, 0' Reilly and

Roberts (1973) compared the job satisfaction of part-time and full-time

White female hospital employees (nurses, nurse-aides and clerical

personnel) and found that there was no signtflcunr difference between their
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Kuhne (1 9g5) h,IS cmphusizcd ti'c importance III the part-tiruc option tor

W()I1ll!11 in preserving work conriuuiry The problems asslldateli with

women's re-entry into the job market after the d1ild hearing year- are wel!

documented t Gerdes. l'>X I. 1l)1{7) Many women in retirement pay a heavy

price in terms of the ir financ iul status fllr till: work discontinultics they

have experienced in thetr l ivcs ill ot der til meet the demands made on the:'1

by their families ()Idcl Wumens l.eugue. Wa.';}lingtllll DC, ItlXX). It

should also hc cmpl1asilcJ that employers. pnrticularty Ill' skilled female

employees. have a lot til gain if they arc able to retain those employees nil

a part-time basis ,IS this dramatically reduces rl ': \.!O.'It or recrultmeut.

selection, inductlun and training l)f new employees. For example, Virginiu

Bottomley, Minister or Health in Great Britain. has stated that. with

particular re rercnce tll the N ntlonnl Heul til Se rv ice: "I' m determined III

root nut any arcu where there is resistance til part-time Ill' flcx lhle working

hours and ensure that rrom the top to the bottom uf NIlS" '" "My

campaign is to remove <illy obstacle that prevents women t.lul1lhinlllg their

domestic and protussiunal responsihilitics" .,. "Tilt! Health Service has a

good record in t\.)I'111S of trnuung: the tr:I)!l.!dy is W0 lose people \V11 have

invested so much in. It we can keep them OIl. even part rim», we may keep

them fol' lift:" rMorrix. \lll)) Ip.SI).

III <l study or the ~~l'llWtl1 lIf pan rime work III Sweden. Sundstrom (ll)H7)

f,.lund that "111(l1l!~ first tun- mother» part tillll: work had nut reduced tull

time employment hut l'l.'plal.:~·d lubour Iurce intcrrupuou. whicl, ill turn



in Sweden (Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics, I!JHS). In Great Britain

46 ('i, of all employed women und 53 % 1)1' employed married women work

part-time (Arbcr and Gilbert, 19(2). In Sweden where slightly more than

84 % of all women and 90 % or all men are gainfully employed, 41 ~'~,1)1' the

women work part-time as against () percent of the men (The Swedish

Institute, 1(93). Approximately 70% of women with pre-school children

work part time (Arvedsou, I ()8(1). In Sweden the increuse in the number

of women working is made up of women who would previously have

slopped working when they had their first child and would not have

resumed working until their children had started school (Swedish Central

Bureau of S tatixtlcs, 1(82). Thus, in Sweden the increase in part ti lilt:

work does not mean that women lire working less, but mono! (Pettersen,

1(82). In Sweden the proportion of women who work part-time because

they wish to look after their children themselves decreases from 74 % to

.B % when the chlldren start school (Swedish Central Bureau of Sturisti-s,

19H8). In Soutlt Africa W<.!ssds (1987) conducted a study on the mui n

reasons for women's choice of pUI'Hime work and found that 49 % of the

respondents stated that their main reason for choosing to work part lime

rather than full time was that it enabled them to care f)r their chlldrcn

themselves. So. though the proportion of women who work pun-time

varies hl.llween countri cs, there appear to be two uni vcrsal tendenci ex that

I!X plain rhe increase in purt ti me work: more women arc work! ng, and 11('

these women those who have young children prefer to work part-time,



Africa. nor is there any general consensus as to what part-time work entails

in terms of hours worked pel' week.

Tilly (1992) has recommended that we should distingvtsh between two

types of part-time jobs: "secondary" part-time jobs and "rctentlon" part-

time johs. Secondary part-time jobs provide lower pay per hour than

comparable full-time jobs and offer very little opportunity for

advancement; retention part-timejobs. on the other hand. an' characterized

by higher skill and compensation levels. Tilly (1<)<)2) calls these "good"

purt-tlme jobs whereas Kuhne (1985) refers to them as "new concept" part-

time jobs. Barker (1993) has introduced another useful conceptuallzution

of part-time work viz. "voluntary" versus" involuntary" part- time work.

Voluntary part-tlme workers choose their current work schedule on the

basis of personal preference 01' occupatlonal reasons, whereas "Involuntary"

part-time workers arc not able to find full-lime employment 01' wuuld

rather not be employed at all if their financial circumstances permitted such

a choice.

4.1.2. The reasons why many women prefer parr-time work

Around the world the majority of pan-time workers urc women, Women

hold (l61'{. of all part-timejobs in the USA (Barker, 19(3); 82% of all part-

time jobs in Great Britain (Phillips, 19(1) and H7% of nIl part-time jllhs
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CHAPTER 4

4. PART~TIMH WORK

4, L Women and part-time work

4.1.1. Defining part-time work

Part-time work is generally defined in terms of the number of hours

worked per week. According to Duffy and Pupo ( 1(92) the hours worked

pel' week by a person working part-time varies considerably from country

to country. In Finland, New Zealand and Canada purt-time work is

defined as working tess than .H) hours pCI' week. in Australia, USA and

Sweden as less than 35 hour, pCI' week :1!lUin Germ- ny as less than 37

hours pCI' week, Duffy and PliPO (1992) add thilt it is above all the

Scandinavian countries (t.'Xt'llIding Finland), 01'I,)at Britain and Australia

that have 11 large part-rime work l'orce comprising 20 % or more of the total

work force. In many III lhl'\~' countries, economic conditions, the rapid

growth Dr the service \\,'1,'(1)1' and supportive government policies have

sped ficully encouraged tilt.' ex flall,i on of part- time employ 1l11.!1lt. At present

no Ilgures are available lor till' incidence Ill' part time work in South
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than creating role stress? And it so, under what circumstances'? Is it

possible to maximise satisfaction of the three needs (survival, pleasure and

contribution) by the choice of paid w ork activities that can appropriately

interface with family work activities?" and adds: "WI~ need to identify the

most appropriate balance of activities at different points in the career cycle

and in the family cycle" (p, 1:l5).

It can thus be concluded that there appears to he a point of marginal utility

between role satisfaction and role conflict. The challenge lies in achieving

an optimal balance between the time and energy invested in a role and the

satisfaction derived from it. It is suggested that part-time work for

mothers of young children achieves such a balance, and is 1'0[, this reason

the optimal work scheduling option for this group, not only in terms of the

avoidance of 1'01t!conflict. but also in terms of the accumulation of role

satisfaction,



3.4. Conclusion

As discussed previously. women tend to make decisions regarding the time

and energy they allocate to paid employment and to family work on the

basis of both their own needs and the needs of their children (PettcrSI.!I1.

1982; Astin. 1(84). As shown hy Beckman (1978) women derive a great

deal of satisfaction from both their worker role and their parental role,

Dissatisfaction arises when women arc unable to find enough time to

allocate t,) both these roles. This is. as mentioned earlier, especially t.ue

for mothers with young children who arc obliged to work full-time.

Gutek, Searle and Klepa (I (N I) have proposed that the topic of

work-family conflict be examined from the perspective of what they term

the" rational view". In the rational view, "the amount of conflict one

perceives rises in proportion to the number of hours one expends in both

the work and fami Iy domai ns" (p. 5(0). Repetti ( 1(86) has commented that

"the price or increased hours at work may he.! the Ims of intimacy and

companionship in the family lind shared recreational time" (p. 1(2). Gutek,

Lurwood and Stromberg (1986) have suggested that the number of roles a

person has may he less important than the effect associated with each one

of these roles, They Iurthe« suggest that the most satisfying lire style.! may

he 1,)IIe.! when; a person can uccumulate many role.!s without expending too

much energy in any (If them. Astin (19S4) has posed a number or
questi ons regurdi ng the relati OIlS hi P betw ccn paid employ mcnt and family

work: "Can paid employment and family work he cumplcmentury rather
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he suggested that the conflict and overload arising from having a

multiplicity of roles can he moderated by the rewards of role accumulation.

Repetti (19R6) on the other hand, in his study of 44 female clerical

workers, could not find evidence for such an compensatory relutionship

between role overload and the rewards of roll! accumulation, Instead he

sl:ggestcd all additive model of role satisfaction/dissntistuction which he

deemed to he the most appropriate description of how several roles co-

jointly relate to well-being, As for the segmentation model, recent

research suggests that segmentation only occurs when the individual

actively attempts to separate work and family life as a way of dealing with

work-related stress (Pi otrkowski, 1(79).

After reviewing current literature on the job satisfactionllife satisfaction

relationship, Rain, Lane and Steiner (1991) concluded that further

theoretical developments in the research on the relationship between

different life demands will only he achieved once more attention is paid to

synthesising the life stage theory with role satisfaction theory. Belsky,

Perry-J enki ns and Croutcr ( 19R5) have suggested that " if the

interrelationship between work and family is to he fully understood, more

attention must be paid to the processes that characterize the experience of

work (c. g. job xatisf'actuin)" (p.207). They added that it is also important

to pay attention to how time and energy arc allocated to work and family

respect! vely,
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he suggested that the conflict and overload arising from having a

multiplicity of roles (all he moderated by the rewards of role accumulation.

Repetti (1986) on the other hand. in his study of 44 female clerical

workers. could not find evidence for such an compensatory relationship

between role overload anJ the rewards of role accumulation, Instead he

suggested an additive model of role satisfaction/dissatisfaction which he

deemed to be the most appropriate description of how several roles co-

jointly relate to well-being. As for the segmentation model. recent

research suggests that segmentation only occ-rrs when the individual

actively attempts to separate work and family life as a way of dealing with

work-related stress (Piotrkowskl, 1979).

After reviewing current literature on the job satisf'action/life satisfaction

relationship, Rain, Lane and Steiner (1991) cone! uded that further

theoretical developments in the research on the relationship between

different life demands will only be achieved once more attention i~' paid to

synthesising the life stage theory with role satisfaction theory. Belsky.

Perry-Jenkins and Crouter (1985) have suggested that "if the

interrelationship between work and family is to be fully understood. more

attention must be paid to tile processes that characterize the experience of

work (c.g, job satisfaction)" (p.207). They added that it is also important

to pay attention to how time and energy arc allocated to work and family

respectively.
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not reach unbearable and uncontrollable levels. Having multiple roles,

including the worker role. tends to make women less dependent on their

husbands. It can he concluded that being married, being a parent and

being employed outside the home all contribute independently tll women's

self-esteem and life satisfaction.

3.3. The relationship between different roles

The relationship between the different roles played out by an individual,

such as that of e, g. worker and parent, has generally been described a~

either being characterized by the spillover effect, as being compensatory.

or as being segmented ~Wilensky, 1960). The spillover proposition posits

that satisfaction or dissatisfaction experienced by an individual in one role

will impact on the satisfaction derived from other roles. The compensatory

proposition posits that the satisfaction derived from one role can

compensate an individual for the dissatisfaction experienced in another

role. Finally, the segmentation proposition posits that there is no

relationship between separate roles. According to Lambert (I '}i}O) existing

evidence suggests that all these three models can, under certain conditions,

be used to illustrate the processes linking work and family. The most

popular view of the relationship between different important roles, is that

their effects spill over one to the other (Lambert, 1990; George and Brief.

191)0). Sieber (1974) was in fact supporting the compensation model when
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and Sheridan (1979) concluded that" one's contentment with life is a

gestalt concept built upon specific life domains such as work and family

experiences. Satisfaction with these diverse domains appears to result in

an overall satisfaction with the quality of one's life" ... (p.l036).

Bedeian, Burke, Beverly and Moffet's (1988) study focused upon the

relationship between work and family domains and their Impact on life

satisfaction. Subjects, who were all married and full-time employed, were

placed in five groups depending on the presence and age of children, as

consistent with Lopata's (1966) model of family stages, the presence and

age of children are important determinants of parental demands. Variables

measured included: work related stress, work-family conflict, job

satisfaction, marital satisfaction and life satisfaction. Results indicated that

as work-related stress increases for both men and women, life satisfaction

decreases because of subsequent increases in work-family conflict and

decreases in marital satisfaction and job satisfaction. Bedeian at al (1988)

concluded that future research should focus less on sex differences and

more on factors mediating work-family conflict Duxbury and Higgins

(1991) also investigated possihle gender differences in work-family

conflict. Their data showed that the quality of: I Acing life and quality of

family life were significant predictors of life satisfaction for both men and

women.

In conclusion it can be ,takd that multiple roles have the potential to

improve the quality of women's lives as tong as work related stress does
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overall life satisfaction than their relationship to their husbands whereas for

the home-staying wives a satisfactory husband-wife relationship was as

important as family life in general. Haavio-Mannila (1971) suggests that

these results indicate that home-staying wives may be more emotionally

dependent on their husbands than employed wives. Haavio- Mannila

(1971) further found that the correlations between family and work

satisfaction were not very high. Her correlational study also indicated that

in general family life appeared to be more important to both married and

unmarried women than to men. Haavio-Mannila (1971) found, not unlike

Petterson (1982), that reasons for married women's employment di. 'red

in the different social strata In the lower social stratum wives worked

mainly for economic reasons whereas in the upper stratum women worked

especially to utilise the education they had attained. Vredenburg and

Sheridan (1979) investigated the relative importance of job and community

predictors to life satisfaction and alienation in samples representative of the

full-time employed United States population, taken in 1973 and 1974

respectively. An extensive analysis of the data utilising a type or analysis

of variance technique labelled ,.Automatic Interaction Detection" by the

author' indicated that. the distinction made between employees highly

satisfied with their jobs and those moderately satisfied or dissatisfied with

their jobs accounted for over half the variance obtained with this analysis.

This analysis also in-' -ated that marital stu.us explained the variance in life

satisfaction second only to job satisfaction, with married employees

reporting higher life satisfaction scores than single employees. Vredenburg
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study of South African nurses working hours and working schedules and

their ramifications on home and family life he carried out.

As yet. part-time work 0) reduced working hours are not generally

options available to nurses working in (he public sector. Some private

hospitals do however offer this option to their nursing staff, having found

this to he a major draw ..card in their hid to attract qualified and

experienced staff. As yet no studies have been undertaken in order to

ascertain the possible benefits experienced by nurses who choose to work

part (ime.

5.3. Summary and conclusion

TIlt) nursing profession is a strongly tcmale-dominated occupation. The

organizational commitment of nurses is not so much modified by any

idealized feminine gender ideology as hy working conditions including

rernuneran on, work schedul ing, opportu.ii ti es 1'01' promotion and parental

responsibilities. Nurses working part-time tend to report as much job

involvement and he just as capable \)1' maintaining permanent employment

as their r ollcugues working full-time. The majority of South Mril:.111

nurses arc married and a large proportion of them have children of either



the SAN!, (l990a) Census, it was above all the lack of opportunities for

promotion, the low salaries and poor service benefits that were the chief

sources of dissattsfuction. Staff relations. on the other hand .. gave rise

to a high degree of satisfaction, Apart from the Census, the South

African Nursing Association also conducted an inquiry into the nursing

profession in 1990, The problems identified by SAN A (l990h) included:

the drop in student numbers, the vacancy status of approximately

20-30 %, and the high staff turnover. These problems were ascribed

mainly to non-market related salaries, poor overtime remuneration,

inflexible working hours and a bureaucratic style of management. As for

the reasons why nurses had already left the public sectors, these included:

poor remuneration, inflexible work schedules. household duties, excessive

workload and inadequate conditions of service including maternity leave

and creche facilities, It can be added that according to SAN A (1990b):

"The inflexible work schedule was identif'ied as the second most

important reason for people leaving the profession, Overtime worked and

the scheduling of working hours and overtime without any consideration

of personal needs cuuxed cunsiderah!e dissatisfaction among staff

members" (p, 39), These Iltldings can he related back to a study

conducted hy Birkenback in 1986, He concluded that the low

orgunizutionul commitment and high turnover rates of South

African nurses could only hI.! unproved hy raising the nurses' sai es and

their general joh xatisfuction He recommended that a more in-depth
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selected members. The response rate was approximately 40 %. All

cuteg ories of qualified nurses as well as all the population groups were

included in the sample. The ratio of male nurses to female nurses was

6 : 94. i. e. only some six percent of the members were male. Registered

nurses accounted for the highest percentage, 49 % of the total

membership, followed hy enrolled nursing assistants (34 %) and enrolled

nurses (17%). The majority of the respondents (58.1 %) were married,

10,3% were divorced, 7,7% were widowed and 26% had never been

married, Seventy-eight percent of the respondents had children, anti 20 %

of these members were single parents. Over 42 % of the respondents had

children of pre-school age and 47,3 % had children of primary school age.

According to SANA (1990a): "A total of 34 % (l, all members have

interrupted their careers at some stage. Of these 34 %, 63 % interrupted

their careers once, 24,2% twice. 8 % three ti mes, and 4,6 % more than

three times. The mnjority of members who had interrupted their careers

three times or more, were White registered nurses" (p,15). Over 54%

of the SANA members wert! employed in the public sector, ,;O,.~% in the

private sector and 15 % in subsidised institutions. Whereas the White and

Black population groups were represented in equal numbers in the public

sector, both thl.! private and subsidised sectors employed more White than

Non-White nurses. Flexitime was an option fur only eight percent of the

SANA rnemhers. On a five point scule of job satisfaction. 12.6 t'; scored

an l ; 12, I % oj 1; 2(l.2% a 3; 21.4% a 4 and 27,6% a 5. According io
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Many nurses choose to work at night in order to minimize rote conflict and

existing domestic problems, particularly those who have young pre-school

children in the home (Robson and Wedderburn, F)<)O). Barton and Folkard

(1991) studied the responses of day and night nurses in Great Britain and

found that the night nurses were more satisfied with the amount and

uistribution of free time, whereas the day nurses reported experiencing

significantly more domestic type problems and more dissatisfaction with

their actual hours of work.

Nurses in the United States can under certain circumstances choose

between full-time and part-time work. Werbel (1985) conducted a study of

the impact on primary life involvement on turnover in which he compared

the responses given hy 154 registered nurses who were employed either on

a full ..time or a part-time basis. He found that the part-time nurses were

more likely to have children living at home. However, he Found no

difference between full-time and part-time nurses in terms of their job

involvement and further, that the part ..time nurses were as capable of

maintaining permanent employment as the full-time nurses.

5.2. South African nurses

The South African Nursing Associution (19()0) conducted a census of its

members in January 1')1)0. Questionnaires were posted to 10 000 randomly
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organizational commitment, In other words, parental responxibilities

strengthen organizational commitment whereas role conflict between work

and family demands will tend to lower the nurses' organizational

comrnitrnent, Unturtunan.ly Gray (1989) did not separate the nurses

working full-time an" those working part-time in his sample and thus we

can only speculate that it was perhaps the nurses working full-time who

reported that work interfered with their family life with resulting low

organizational commitment, and that it was the nurses working part-time

who pushed the" have children high level of organizational commitment"

relationship to statistically significant levels, Gaertner (1982) examined

the employment status (employed or not employed) of American nurses in

the context of a rote conflkt/job satisfaction model. Data was analyzed

from questionnaires completed hy 4 191 nurses currently employed or not

employed at all. Gaertner (1982) found that the most satisfying aspects of

nursing work were working with other nurses and working with patients.

Nurses were least satisfied with the child care available to them and with

the opportunities for promotion. Nurses with children UIH.lCI' the age of U

years living lit home related more dissatisfaction with working conditions

than those who had older children or no children at all. While the nursing

work itself was the strongcx; positive correlate with hospital employment,

competing roll! obligations (xpouxex and.ur children) had a negative affect

nil work satisfaction and employment status. Gaertner (1982) concluded

that rille conflict contributed more heavily than other factors to nurse

auri ti on,



CHAPTER 5

5. THE NURSING PROFESSION

5.1. Nurses in Great Britain and the Uni Hates

The nursing profession has, in industrial times, always been and remains

to this Jay a fernul e-dorni nated profession. Whi te, Cox and Cooper ( 1(92)

have estimated that 90 % of all the nurses in Great Britain are women.

From the pioneering work carried out by Florence Nightingale (1820·1910)

during the Crimean War. an idealized image of the nursing profession as

being a vocation rather than "just a joh" has remained with us, In his

study of organizational commitment among British hospital nurses, Gray

(1989) tested the hypothesis that nurses' commitment to work could he

explained by feminine gender ideology. characterized by the traditional

nurturing role expected of women, However. he did not find any support

for this gender-based theory. Instead, he fount! that female nurses who had

children had significantly higher organizational commitment than those who

did not. He also found that those nurses who reported that work interfered

with their family life also reported significantly lower levels of
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suggested that part-time work for working mothers achieves su:h a balance

and is for this reason the optimal work scheduling option for working

mothers with pre-school or primary school children, not only in terms of

the alleviation of stress, but also in terms of the accumulation of role

satisfaction.

A theoretical model of the accumulated satisfaction derived from paid

employment and from family work should thus include the following

variables: the work scheduling options available to the individual. the job

satisfaction and parental satisfaction derived from the occupational role and

the parental role respectively, and finally, the self-esteem and life

satisfaction experienced by the individual.
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satisfaction are positively related for both men and women, and women

working part-time derive as much satisfaction from their jobs as their

colleagues employed full-time. Having children satisfies our need for love

and belongingness and reinforces our sense of being mature and responsible

adults, both which in turn raise our feelings of self-worth and self-esteem.

Satisfaction with family life generally has a very strong positive

relationship with tife satisfaction. The relationship between job satisfaction

and satisfaction with family life is on the other hand not very strong,

suggesting .hat they are two fairly independent life domains. If one

accepts the additive model of role satisfaction proposed by Repetti (1(86)

it follows thut the combined satisfaction derived from two domains or roles

would result in a higher level of life satisfaction than if satisfaction is

derived from only one domain or role. Women who work part-time are

given the opportunity of satisfying their basic needs (survival, pleasure and

contribution, (Astin, 1(84» both through paid employment and family

work. It would in fact perhaps he unrealistic to assume that an

individual's needs could be satisfied by one role alone. It is much more

likely that two or more roles have the potential of being complementary in

sutlsf'y] ng the indi vidual's needs. It is suggested that the occupati onal rol e

and the parental role UI'I: two such complementary roles that together have

the potential of enhancing the self-esteem and life satisfaction of the

working mother. The dividing line between role conflict and accumulated

role xatisfaction lies in achieving the optimal balance between the time and

effort invested in a role and till! satisfaction derived from it, It is



typical of most working men. Most women interrupt their careers at least

once to give birth to and care 1'01' a child. This interrupted career pattern,

particularly if women are out of the labour market for longer periods of

time, is often associated with re-entry problems when these women want

to go back to work. If they become widowed or divorced from their

husbands after the child-bearing years, they may face a bleak retirement

The solution appears to he in giving women the option to retain their jobs

on a part-time basis once they have had adequate maternity leave. In those

countries where part-time work has become a viable option for working

mothers, part- time work has replaced labour force interruptions. Working

mothers who are able to work part-time in retention-type jobs on a

voluntary basis tend to be more satisfied with their lives than working

mothers who work full-time. From the employers point of view, part-time

work reduces turnover U~ well as the costs associated with the recruitment

and training of new employees,

4.2. Towards a theoretical model of employment status, family work
and life satisfaction

Part-time work for mothers of young children is seen by many as being the

work scheduling option that can alleviate role conflict :'nd role strain, The

advantages of part-time work for mothers of young children can however

also be viewed from a role accumulation point of view: Jo\1 and life
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occupation), work schedule (full-time, part-time) and employment status

(voluntary, involuntary). The results of the study indicated that although

women working part-time reported less centrality in the work place than

women working full-time, they reported greater job satisfaction and

happiness at work than women working full-tin :'. Women working part-

time voluntarily in the prote.isions reported the highest degree of job

satisfaction. Women involuntarily working full-time reported the lowest

happiness. Women working part-time reported greater satisfaction with

children than women working full-time. Unlike satisfaction with children.

there were no significant differences among any of the groups in reporting

marriage/partner satisfaction. Yet women working part-time reported

greater happiness at home than women working full-time. Women

overwhelmingly selected home over work when asked where they were

happiest and there were no significant differences when examined by work

schedule and profession. There was a tendency for women working part-

time to report higher self-esteem than their full-time peers e: ~pt women

working in the male-dominated group, where the reverse was true.

4. 1.4. Conclusion

In conclusion it can be stated that only a minority of women in

industrialized countries are able to Follow the uninterrupted career pattern
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levels of job satisfaction. Mc Ginnis and Morrow (19'-JQ) also compared the

j ob satisfaction of Whi te female hospi tal workers empl oyed part- ti me and

full-time: again no significant difference was obtained between these two

groups. Barker (1993) conducted a thorough survey of the costs and

benefits of women working full- and part-time. The sample comprised 31:;

predominantly White women working part- or full-time in male-dominated

professions (law, executives), in female-dominated professions (nursing,

elementary education) and in non professional jobs (clerical, retail sales).

The purpose of the study w. .ornpare women's responses to full- and

part-time employment Barker (1993) introduced the construct of

Centrality-Peripherality. Peripherality was defined as "low participation

in organizational activities. high uncertainty, marginality in social relations

and occupational disadvantage vis-a-vis skill development" (p. 53).

Centrality was defined in contrasting terms: high participation in

organizational activities. control over uncertainty, positive and accepting

social interactions, and xkill advantages. Barker hypothesized that

individuals who worked part-lime would report greater peripherality than

full-time workers. She further hypothesized that women who worked part-

ti me in male-dominated profess ions would express lower work-rei ated sel f-

esteem than full-time pel~rs and women working part-time in occupations

that have traditionally prov Ilh:J part-time schedules. The independent

variables in Barker's (J()ln) study thus included occupation (male-

dominated profession, f'emulc-duminated profession and non-professional
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A series of one-way analyses of vari.mce r Kcrliugcr , l'J7]) WI!!'e carried

out \)0 those variables fur which till! mean dittercuces among the three

sample groups appeared to be significant. viz: age , hushands income.

The results are presented in Tables 4. 5. 6 and 7,

TABLE ...

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups on the
biographical variable "Age"

DF Mean F'-Vulue
Square

" 369,8681 15,41

Sum of
Squares

p.Value

o.oo739,7361

Slgnlf'lcance of mean dlffer euces"

Mean Full-time Part-time At home

Full-time 32.6 '"
Part-time 3().1 :i:

At home 39,0 "'* ....'.
** 1 r;{ leve]
'" 5"; level
" 10 ',! level

.1.110.;' ,I ',\ , -r ' 1.11, \1,
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CHAPTER 9

9. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

9. 1. Sample characteristics

9. 1. 1. Response rate

One hundred-and-one usable questionnaires were returned out of the 263

distributed, representing a response! rate of 42 %. This figure may be a

slight under-estimate as not all questionnaires allocated to the 16 hospitals

were actually handed out. This response rate can be compared to that of

40 % obtained in a survey by the South African Nursrng Association in

1990.

9.1.2. Biographical variables

The means and standard deviations of the biugruphical variables i. e. age,

husband's income, number and age of children, and .iumber of hours of

domestic help per week, were calculated and are presented in Table .1.



introductory section outl ining the main objectives of the study ("We arc

conducting research on the satisfaction women derive from important areas

in their lives such as work and Iannry "). the signif'icauce of their

participation and empbasizing the confidential nature in which all research

data would be handled, They were also given a stamped envelope

addressed to the researcher so that they could post "heir qucstinnnnirc

themselves ensuring the voluntary nature of their participation as well as

confidentiality of the lnturrnatiou given by them in the questionnaire (see

Appendix II, The nurses at horne were reached through 1l11I'~ing agencic«

as well as by means of the soc lolug ical sampling technique referred to as

the "snowball" process (Guidibakl i and Clemiushuw , 19H5). wherein

volunteers themselves recruited additional subjects ("Do you have a

colleague or friend who is a professional nurse who is presently at home

looking after her children on a full-time basis?" • Sec Appendix 0,

HI



nursing sisters all worked day shift and were employed at xixteen separate

pri vate hospi tah and cl inks in J ohannesburg, S andton, Rundburg,

Bedfurdview. Benoni. Kempton Park. Weltevreden Park. Alberton and

Pretoria. Only day shift nurses were included in the sample as the

advantages and disadvantages of night shi ft work in terms of', e. g.

disturbed sleeping patterns would warrant a separate study with a

somewhat differently formulated research question. Only White

registered nurses were included in the sample as the private hospitals

employ fa!' more White than NDn ..Whitt! nurses and only vt.!ry few 01' the

Non-White nurses choose to work part-time. At such a time WIH!n the

socio-economic uiff'erences observed between the White and Black

population groups have been equalised, the scope of such a study as this

could and should be extended to include all population groups.

8,3, Procedure

Partici puti 011 in this study was voluntary and unony mous. The N urs ing

Service Manager (Head Matron) al each hospital handed out the envelopes

containing the research questionnaires to the participants, The r\.!!;;arch

questionnaire comprised the Biogrilphkul Questionnaire, the Job

Satistuction Quextionnaire, the Parent Satisfaction Scal~, the Index of

Sclf·listeem, the Life Snrisfuction Questionnaire, as well as an

so



duster were omitted for purposes of the present study as in the context of

the pnlitical climate in South Africa in 1tJ!)..J.. these tour items ("Tilt!

Present Government". "Freedom and Democracy in South Africa Today".

"The Moral Standards ami Values in South Africa Today" and "Snuth

Africa's Reputation in the World Today") wert! considered to be potential

measures of political utf'iliatiun rather than of lift! s:ltisfactloll as such.

The estimated internal rdiability for thi.~ xcu le is O.7X (WilIT. Clink and

Wall, 1979).

S.2. Sample

Registered nursing sisters were considered to be a suitable sample for

purposes of the present study fill' the f'ol lowinu two reasons: The

availability of part-time posts for registered nurses at some hospitals, and

the fact that nursing sisters working part time have the same work content

and hourly pay as those working full ..time in comparahle positions.

The sample comprise,' WI White rcuistered nursing sisters living in

Gauteng , They were all married and they all had at least one child under

13 years of age living at home. Thirty-two of these nurses wert! at horne

with their children on a full time hasis. 21) worked part t ime \2,~ 30 hours

per week) and '~(' worked full tunc (..J.() 42 hours pel' week): The wurk inu
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8.1.4. The Index of Self-Esteem

The Index ot' Self-Esteem is part of the Clinical Measurement Package

developed by Hudson (1982). It was originally designed for reneated use

with an individual client to monitor and evaluate progress in therapy. It

comprises 25 items. Hudson (1982) reported an estimated reliability

(Cronbachs Alpha) of 0.93 for this scale. Though further research is

needed as regards the validity of this scale, its apparent face validity.

reported high reliability and popularity among mental health workers In

South Africa merits its inclusion in the present study.

8. I.5. The Life Satisfaction Questionnaire

The Life Satisfaction Questionnaire was developed by WaIT. Cook and

Wall (1979) to measure the dl.!gree to whic h a person reports sails facti on

with salient features of his or her life and life space. It comprises

...ixtcen items including one item that was designed to measure overall life

sutisfaction, A cluster analysis of these items carried out by Wan" Cuok

and Wall (1979) yielded an interprctahlc three component structure:

"Satisfaction with Personal Life". "Satisfaction with Standards and

Achievement" and" Satisfaction with Life Style". Of these, four of the

items hclnnging tll the" Satisfacti(ll1 with Standards and Achievements"



overall job satisfaction, This questionnaire was developed as part of a

larger study of the measurement of work attitudes and other aspects of

psychological well-being, The scale is reported to have good internal

reliability (r 0,85) and to he factorially separate from the other seven

scales developed for the Warr, Cook and Wall (1979) study. Good

reliability estimates for this scale have also been reported in three South

African Studies: Bluen, Barling and Burns (1990), 0,88; Bluen and

Juhiler-Lurie (1990), 0,90; and Widrich and Ortlepp (1994) 0,86.

8.1.3. The Cleminshaw-Guidibaldi Parent Satisfaction Scale

The Clerninshaw-Guidibaldi Parent Satisfaction Scale (Clerninshuw and

Guidibaldi, 1(80) comprises 50 Likert-type items measuring five main

factors: Spouse Support, Child-Parent Relationship, Parent Performance,

Spouse Discipline and Control and General Satisfaction. For purposes of

the present study, those items measuring Spouse Support and Spouse

Discipline and Control were excluded from the scale in order to achieve

a more pure measure of the mother's parental satisf'acti on. The esti mated

reliahllities (Cronhachs Alpha) quoted for the three remaining sub-scales

hy Cleminshaw and Guklihaldi (1980) arc: 0,86 for Parent-Child

Relationship, 0,83 for Parent Performance and 0,76 for General

Satisfaction respectively,
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CHAPTER 8

8. METHOD

8. 1. Measuring instruments

8. 1. 1. The Biographical Questionnaire

A biographical questionnaire was devised by the writer designed to dicit

information as regards the subjects' age, employment status, yearly

income, employment status preferences and short-term career plans. The

questionnaire also includes questions pertaining to the subject's children

(number, age and sex), child (are arrangements and domestic help.

Information as regards to the husbands employment status ant! yearly

income was also asked for.

8.1.2. The Job Satisfaction Questionnaire

The Job Satisruction Questionnaire was designed by Warr, Cook and Wall

(1979) to measure both intruixic ant! extrinsic jon satisfaction. It

comprises sixteen items including one item measuring the respondents'
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CHAPTER 7

7. THE HYPOTHESES

Following from the overview of the research literature, the theoretical

model of employment status, family work. and life satisfaction, the

following two hypotheses have been formulated for the study.

Hypothesis L.

Mothers who work part-time derive as much job satisfaction as those who

work full-time and as much parental satisfaction as those who devote

themselves to family work on a full-time basis

and therefore,

Hypothesis 1:.

Mothers who work part-time enjoy higher levels of self-esteem and arc

more satisfied with their lives than mothers who work full-time Of those

who devote themselves to family work on a full-time basis.
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CHAPTER 6

6. THE A[MS OF THE STUDY

The primary aim of thi, study is to investigate whether or not South

African women who have pre-school or primary school children are more

satisfied with their lives if they work part-time than if they work full-

time or are at h'me with their children on a full-time oasis, and if so,

whether these differences in levels of life satisfaction can be attributed

to the accumulated role satisfaction and self-esteem they derive from their

part-ti me work U00 satisfaction) and family work (parental satisfacti on)

respectively



pre-school or primary school age. Only the private sector offers nurses

the option of working part-time.

Whereas the public sector has an equal number of Whit,... " n-White

nurses, the private sector employs more White than Non-White nurses.

As in other countries it is above all the non-market related salaries,

inflexible working hours and lack of opportunities for promotion that has

led to the high level of attrition among South African nurses.
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\ closer inspection of the means and sumt;ml deviations 111' the individual

items \)1' the Job Satisfaction Scale lev ,d that the three aspects of their

job the working nurses enjoyed 111l1st were: "The amount of f .sponsiuiliry

they were given" rMean cc 5,50): "The opportunity to use their abilities"

(5,40); and "The physical work conditions" 15.40). Tilt! lowest mean:

were obtained for the items concerning: "Their chances of promotion"

(4,09); "Their rate of pay" (4,13); and "Industrial relations between

management and workers a their place of work" (·k 13).

As for the Parent Satisfaction Scale. the most rewarding aspects of

parenting appeared to he: "My children like me" (Mean"" '3,6' Ill!

love and affection I receive from my children" (3.54); and tilt! fceling that

"Effort made by parents is worthwhile in the long fun" r),54), The lea,"!

rewarding aspects of parenting appeared to he: "Becoming impatient with

children" (1,99): "Being inconxisten; in parenting behaviour" r2.2X); and

"t ue most difficult years of my murriage have been the childreuring years"

(2,30),

The means of the individual iten.s 1\11 the Index of Selt' ..esteem ~llggest that

a belief in oneself was the greatest source of self esteem: "Not bcl ievinz

that heing like anyone elxe wllllld improve \lne's lite " :'vlt:an 4,3'));

"NIl( fl.!,:ling like a \vallt'hl\vel'''(4,3~): "NI)! feeling like a hlll'l.:"(·t,;,())

Still many felt they needed 111l1re self confidence 1.',11) and we)',' short on
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TABLE 12

------------I~---+lUI 97,5 13.7 42 122 O,9.j.
-f---- f--. ~~.--

101 ,l.l,l 5..+ '24 .~9 l),H~.' -~

Means, Standurd Devlntlons and Coefficient Alpha" for The Job
Satisfaction Questlonnuire, The Clemlnshuw-Guldlbulur Parent

Satisfaction Scale, The Index of Self-Esteen: and The Lifl'
Satisfaction qucstionnuire fur the total sample

---=,~- J NI~·:'T~~I\IiI;lM~'l~~[
Job Satisfaction -~("l'('~)'-'--7--.~--",~-r--"1>2~".:-~-.t:(-) ,~.,. --(')'",,,- ~ .• ->< (-)-,~-l()

Questionnalrc ,,~ _, , D-----r~- ._.-,-I----.-!-----I--.--~.,0,,.
Parem Satisfaction ~

I_Q_u_t.!s_'t_io_n_Il_:l_il'_I.!__ -+_l_(_H+_KlJ) S,9 67 109 ll,HS

Index of Self-
Esteem

Lift.! Sarisfaction
Questionnaire

Cronbach, L), (1951) Cuefticient Alpll:! and the lnrernal structure of tests.
Psychometrlka, 16, 2973.'4

** The possible minimum and maximum scores for the full!' scales arc as follows:
The Job Satisfuctiou Questionnaire 15 . lOS
The Cleminshaw-Guidibuldi Pnrcnt Sutisfuctlou Scale: :~O L!O
The Index Ill' Self-Esteem: 25 ' 125
The I.itl! Satistaction Questionnaire: 10· 5()

As can be seen In 'I'ublc L' above gl)ud internal re liahilitics were obtained fllr

ll~



As can be observed in Table II both the" Part-timers" and the" At homes"

were significantly more satisfied with their present work status than the

"Full-timers" (at the I % and 5 % level respectively).

9.2. The Four Scales

9.2. 1. Means, Standard Deviations and internal reliability of scales

The means, standard deviations and internal reliabilities of The Job

Satisfaction, The Clerninshaw-Guidibaldi Parent Satisfaction Scale, The

Index of Self-Esteem and The Life Satisfaction Questionnaire wen ..~

calculated for the total sample of 101 subjects (69 subjects for The Job

Satisfaction Questionnaire) and are presented in Table 12.
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TABLE 10

Means and Standard Deviations for the three sample groups
on the" Satisfaction with work status" variable

Full-time Part-time At home

Mean 2, 1* 2,7 2,5

Standard Deviation 0,6 0,) (),6

Minimum I I I

Maximum ,~
., -'

* Satisfied 3, Mixed Feelings 2, No

In order to establish whether the differences in the means observed in

Table 10 were statistically significant or not, a one-way analysis tH'

variance was carried out and the results are presented in Table II.

TABLE 11
Analysis of variance among the three sample groups

on the variable" Satisfaction with work status"

ILValue P-ValucSum of
Squares
5,6078

1)1' Mean
Square
2,80392 8,99 0.00

Slgnlflcance of mean differences
Mean Full-time Part-time At home

Full-time

Part-time

At home

2.1
(.,7 :1::1:

2,)

<;:jl I% level
-" % level

., 10% level
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It is clear from Tuble 9 that part-time work was the preferred choice of

the majori ty of subjects (61, 4 %) followed by hei ng "at home" (:26,7 %)

with only a small group that stated they were either satisfied working full-

time or would prefer to work full-ti me (10,9 %). It can also he noted that

these proportions remain fairly stable in terms of future predictions, with

69,3 % of the subjects stating that they would prefer to work part-time in

five years' time, 17,8'1(, stating that the: vould prefer to stay at home.

and 11,<)% planning for full-time work. The main difference between

"now" and" in five years' time" is obviously the higher percentage of

subjects wishing to work part-time in five years time. In summary it can

he stated that in this sample of registered nurses with children under 13

years of age the great majority preferred part-time work to full-time work

or to staying at home on a full-time basis.

A correlation coefficient was calculated 1'01' the relationship between the

number of hours worked per week by each subject and the subjects'

satisfaction with their present work status (N 69," Full-tirne'' and" Part-

time" samples only). The correlation coefflecent obtained was O,4B·i"i',

indicating that longer working hours leads to lower levels of satisfaction

with work status. Means and Standard Deviations were calculated for the

three sample groups' responses to the" Me you surisfied with this choke"

item (Sec Appendix I) and nrc presented in Tallie 10.
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E. TAnl.!! 9 =:3The SUhjCl~IS' preferences regarding wurk status, now and ill five years time- - - - - .
AI C )l1)U ~illi~flcd with your present choice?

1--.,
Fulililllc Part lime' At humc

N ·40 N 2!J N
I,)

1---.----
.YJ,~ Mixed fu .Y~~ .MI~~.~ l'!!! .x!::~ ~l!.~XI! .tl!!

b,s!i!!m rcc~ !'.£\\H!'ll~
I--'--~ --

in }~ ~ 20 I) u I(J 1; I
1---,-- _. ------ -

~ .' "l I '; ) IfJ.',,)IJ) ( 12YiI,) ((J8.1J%) (II %) (0%) (~O\~,) ('11l,81.~ ) (1,1 %)._.-- ---, - .- '--

What woulu you prefer to UIl?

Mix c.\U2.!::~!11.1b.~ No t·iixell Fc!1.!.!l!ll!! 1 oM' x e !!!.!£ ,±!~.Il;~ No-
L_

--
I'lIrl·till1c 'l'o he ut Parttime 'I'll he lit Full time Tobcnt Full IlIllC I'nrilillle Full lillie PUll lime

Work home work humc work home wurk wutk wmk work

.~·I I 1. 3 I t 0 1 ~ I) I--~. '-.
Iso 'if, ) (2,5 ~~) ()%) (1,\ \V"l n,4 %1 (24,' %1 (0%; (.16,8 ro,) (0%) ( I,' ~-:'l-

Whllt JI) you think your choleu will he in fivc YCIlI slime'?-Full time Pilll umc To hc ut Full lim: Pnrtthne To he III Full time Purl tune 'I'll he lit
work wurk lunue work work huniu work work hume-- .---- -
9 )\ (J ). 18 8 1 XI ·1

~ --- - --
---,_ ()).,~ %) (1t.1,\ %) (IJ~r,) (1,1 \{,) «().I,I. '1(,) UH,() 'If.) 0,1 'it) (8,1,3%) (t.l,~WI-- ...-- .._-- - - - . .,. .-

• Mh\lI1g inl ormauon 1111 (IIOC sulijcct (l,,1 '1[,) iu fl'SpUn\l' hi th,! (IU~~li(lns: 'Whul would you prei'cf III do?" 1111(1'Whlll dll you think yOUI choice Will Ill' in Iivu ycm s lillie'/'



9.1.3. Preferences

In the biographical section of the research questionnaire the subjects were

asked if they were satisfied with their present work status and if not. what

they would prefer to do. The subjects were also asked what they thought

their choice would be in five years' time (See Appendix I), The results

of this inquiry are presented in Table 9.
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The conclusions which can be drawn from Table 8 can he summarized as

follows: The age of the subject's children is strongly related to their

mother's ag e i. e. the older the mother the older the children. The

husband's income is also related to the subject's age (the older the subject

the higher the husband's income is). The number of hours of domestic

help the subjects have per week is positively related to both the number

or children under 13 years of age in the family ami to the husband's

income,

Over 26 % of the subjects mentioned their domestic servants in response

to the question: "If you work, how are these children cared for when you

work day shift?" (See Appendix I), Over 80 % of the xuhjects Wl:I'C

satisfied with their childcure arrangements, which included 11 variety of

combinations of the following: school, nursery school, after-school cure,

creche at hospital where they worked or elsewhere. day mother. domestic

servant, grandparents and the children' s father, Out of the 1<)lfc, who were

not satisfied with their childcare arrangements, some 46 % staled that they

would prefer to he at home lind look after their children themselves or

have working hours more conducive It, raising young children. Other

wishes included a 2-1- hour creche at rhe hospital where they were

empluyed and more help trom Uldr Iarnilies.
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Age l,oo

oe
:JC Hu\ktlll.r~ m.;ume O,30H 1,00

Nt.:mber .Jf childr en
under 13 years of age -{),l5 -O,O} 1,00

Mean age of children
under 13 years of age 0.65** O,i3 0,00 1,00

Mean age of youngest
.:hild 0.66** 0.16 0,35** 0,90** 1,00

Number of hours of
domestic helpper week 0,01 0,35"'" 0,36** 006 -0,05 1,00

* :-%levd
~. ~% level

Husband's
income

Numhe; of children
under 13 yC3fS of

age

Mean age of
children under 13

years of age

Mean age of
youDge~tcbdJ

Number of hours
of domestic help

pcr week

TABLE 8 J1---------------------.1
!Intereorre1ation coefficients for the biographical variables



TABLE 7

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups
on the biographical variable" Mean age of youngest child"

Sum 01
Squares

F-Value P- ValueDF Mean
Square

77,8168 38,9084 3,67 0.022

Significance of mean differences

Full-time Part-time At homeMean

Full-time 4,0

Part-time 4,7

At home 6,1

** 1% level
* 5 % level
" 10% level

As can he deduced fn -u Table 7, the mean age of the" At homes"

youngest children was significantly greater (at the 5 % level) than the mean

age of the" Full-timers" youngest children.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the

various biographical variables. a set of correlation coefficients was

calculated and is presented in Table 8.
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TABLE 6

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups
on the bicgraphical variable" Mean age of children

under 13 years of age"

Sum of
Squares

F-Value P-ValueDF Mean
Square

72,0128 36,0064 3,592

Significance of mean differences

Full -time Part-time At homeMean

Full-time 5,3

Part-time 6, I

At home 7,3

** 1 % level
* 5 % level
- 10 % level

As can he deduced from I ..hk 6, the mean age of the" At homes"

children wac; higher than that lit' the "Pull-timers" children. This was

significant at the 5 % level
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As can be deduced from Table 4, both the" Part-timers" and the" At

homes" were significantly older than the" Full-timers" (at the 5 % and 1%

level respectively) with the age difference between the" Part-timers" and

the" At homes" being significant at the 10% level only.

14096892,0000 2 7,04845 6,13 0.00

TABLE 5

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups
on the biographical variable" Husband's Income"

Sum of
Squares

OF F-Value P-Value

Significance of mean differences

Full-time

Mean Full-time Part-time At home

R4 675,00< * ;1:*

R5 310,35< *
R3 533,33< **

Part-time

At home

** 1 % level
:I: 5 % level
- 10% level

As can he deduced from Table 5, both the "Part-timers" and the" At

homes" husbands' inCOIlH!Swere higher than the" Full-timers" husbands

incomes. These differences were significant at the 5 % and 1% level

respecti vel y.
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As can he seen in Table 20, it was" Satisfuction with work status",

Self-esteem and "Husband's inI.:OIlH!" that made the great<.;st conrribution

towards the multiple regression coefficient of O,fl4.

9.3.2.2. Self-esteem

Using the I % level of significance as the cut-off point fur inclusion. the

reluticrship between Self-esteem, the Job Satisfaction ami Parental

Satisfaction scales as well as the other important covuriutes could he

ordered and summarized as follows:

The main significant covuriutes with Self-esteem were:

Parental Satisf:l('li .,tl (0,45*"')

• Job Satisfaction (0, .~l)"")

• "Satisfaction with work status" ({),38"';")

A multiple regression an.llv,i, using Self esteem as tho criterion. with

Parental Sutistuction, Joh Sali\ta\.·liol1 and" Satisfaction with work suuus"

entered <IS prd:ctor v;,..iahl,«, was curried out in order t( '\:'l.erLain what

proportion of the Sl.!lf rxteem .,\.ah,~ variance could be accounted till' hy the

main significant covnrnue- I Ill' results are presented in Table 21.

IOH



The main 'iignifkant covuriutcs with Life Satisfuction were:

"Snti sfuction with work status" (0,40*1:)

• Parental satisfuction (0,321'1,)

"Husband's income" (O,,~2"*)

Job satisfaction (0,28*"')

A multiple regression analysis using Life Satisfaction as the criterion with

Self-esteem. "Satisfaction with work status", Parental Satisfaction,

"Husbunds income" and Job Sutixfuctiun entered us predictor variahlcs was

curried out in order to ascertaiu what proportion of the Life Satisfaction

scale vnriance could he accounted (,,)I' by the main significant cuvurintcs.

The results are presented in Table 20,

TABl.E 20

Multiple regression of Self-esteem, "Satisfaction with work
status", Parental Satisfaction, «Husband's income" and

Job Satisfaction on Life Satisfaction
Multiple R 0.64

Standard Regression
Coefficient

P ValueVariable

.,Sat isfa I.! ti (ln With work statu: " O,.U (). DO

Sdf l-stccru O,.Hl n. I) J

"H usband ' s Incorne " 0,21 I),OJ

Purentul satisfuction 0,13 0,24

Joh .;alisfadion n,o.' ().76
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As can be seen in Table I (), the main covariate with the four scales was

the "Stttisfaction wlth work status" variable which was significantly

positively correlated witt! all four scales. The second main covaziute, the

"Husband's income" variable was significantly positively correlated with

three of the four scales viz: Parental Satisfuction, Self-esteem and Life

Satisfaction. The third most important variable, "Number of hours worked

per week" was, as commented \)11 earlier, strongly negatively correlated

with the "Satisfaction with work status" variable, as well as being

significantly negatively correlated with Parental Satisfaction and Life

Satisfaction. it can also be noted that the set of correlations between the

biographical variables indicate that both "Age" and" Husband' s income"

have a significant negative relationship with" Number of hours worked pel'

week". It should he borne in mind that there is also a significant positive

relationship between "Ag~1I lind II Husband's income".

9.3.2. Multiple Regression

9.3.2. t. Life Satisfaction

Using the 1% level of signifk:ullce as the CUI-off point for inclusion, the

relationshtp between Lile Sarisluction, u. three other scales, as well il:i

the other important I.: ov uri ates, C oul J be ordered and summarized as

follows:
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'I'AIlLh 19

lntercorrelatiun coefficient for the relationship between the fuur senles alill Iheir ,,,)variates

Agc HllshuflIls' Number uf MClin II~C uf Mean n~c or Number uf NUIIIIH~rof Satisfucllun Juh Pnrentn] ,~cll I "'e
rncome children childr en under youngest huuu ut hour, wilh work SlllIsfll,tllln Sil(I'tflh.:tiun I;!\(c, ..m S~I"fad"'lI

under I] 13 years uf ""ii" domestic hl'lp l'illrkl'd status
yellrsu( 1I)\e IIge per week per week

Age 1,00

"USVIIIlU'S ;lIcullle 0,.10" 1,00

Number of children
unuer J:l years of IIl\e 1,00

MClin "Ill' of children
under 13 years of 111',<' (),(J~" I,nu

Mean age of
youngcst child O.()6·· O'l~" 0,')1·· I,(X)

Number ut hours of
d\)l1Iesl'~ help per
week O,J~" O,l(J I,U!)

Number o( hours
worked pCI' week n,ll" 0,2(1" 1,00

SUtilfu~tll)11 wilh
wurk SHill" OA8" I .oo

Jub Sahsfl1rUul1 0,31" I.IX1

l'i,r~IlIIl' SnlisfllCllll1l u,},· 0)4" O,2S" o.n- I,U()

Sull":,llecll1 tI,n' O.IS'· U1]IJ •• O,.l.~" 1,1~)

l.ue sllll~ln"""11 U, l'." O,.ll,· tI,4t1' , 0,.'.8'· D,I.I" tI,,14" l,tItI-, - ... -
•• I % level nf \lgrlll knll~c

~)% level of slgOlfi<"IIICC



otner hand. intercorrelations for all the variables included in the study

were calculated. Those correlation c oefficients which were significant at

either the 5 % or I % level arc presented in Table 19.
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TABLE 18 I

Job Parental Self·· Life
Satisfaction Satisfaction esteem Satisfuction

Job satisfuction 1.00

Paremal 0,23"'* I.UO
satisfaction

Self-esteem 0,39*'1' 0.45*"

Life Satisfaction O.2ifl"I' OJ2 *~, 0,44** 1.00

** 1% level

Intercorrelatlon Matrix for the Four Scales

As can be seen from Table 18. all the tour scales wert! significantly

correlated with one another at the 1% level. The highest correlation in

this set was between Self-esteem and Life Satisfaction. the lowest

between Job Satisfaction and Parental Satisfaction.

9.3. The relationship between the four scales and thelr covur iates

9.3.1. lntercorrelnttons

In order to gain some insight into tilt! re latinnship bel ween Job

Satisfuct inn. Pure ntal Sutisfucuon. Self Esteem and Lite Satisral.tinIl «n

one hand and poss ihle covariatcs <lllll)llg the hiogrnphicnl vunnhles on the
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TABLE 16

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups on their
scores on the Index of Self-Esteem

Sum of
Squares

DF Mean
Square

F-Value P-Value

173,1575 2 86,5787 (),46 ~, ,. I
\" ...

TABLE 17

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups on their
scores on the Life Satisfaction Questionnaire

Sum of
Squares

160,9936

P·Value p, ValueDF Mean
Square

80,4968 2,86 0.062

There were no signiflcunt diff'erencc.: between the means of the three

sample groups' scores on the Index of Self ..esteem nor on the Life

Satisfaction Questionnaire and thus Hypothesis 2 is rejected.

9,2.3. Intccnrrelations between the four scales

The Inrercorrclations between the Iour scales were ,'alculated and these

currelution coefficients are presented in Table iH,
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Whereas the" At homes" mean was significantly higher (at the 5 % level)

than the "Full-timers". there was no significant difference between the

means of the" At-homes" and the" Part-timers". nor was there a significant

difference between the means of the "Full-timers" and the Part-timers".

On the basis of the evidence presented in Tables 14 and 15 Hypothesis 1

was accepted.

9.2.2.2. Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 stated:

Mothers who work part-time enjoy higher levels of self-esteem and

arc more satisfied with their lives than mothers who work full-time

01' devote themselves to family work on a full-time basis.

III order to test these hypotheses stntisticul ly two sets (l( analysis or

variance wen: couduc •ed 011 the scores obtuiued by the three sample groups

on the Index of Self-Esteem and 011 the Life Satisfaction Scale

respectively. and the results nrc presented jJl Tables 1() and 17 below
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TABLE 14

Analysis of variance between the W Full-timers" and the
"Part-timers" on the Job Satisfaction Questionnaire

Sum of
Squares

F- Value P-ValueDF Mean
Square

76,099776,0997 0,50 0,48

There was no significant difference between the means of the" Full-

timers" and "Part-timers" scores on the Job Sutisfactiou Questionnaire.

TABLE 15

Analysis of variance among the three sample groups
on their scores on the Parent Satisfaction Scale

F-Value p, ValueSum of
Squares

520,1949

DF Mean
Square

260,0974 3,46 0,032

Significance of mean differences

Part-time At homeMean Full-time

Full-time 86,6

Part-time g9.9

At home 91,4

'1'$ I % level
,., 5 % level
. lOr,{, level
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The means and standard deviations presented in Table 13 indicate that

there were mostly only very small mean differences among the three

groups on the four scales with the exception of the Parental Satisfaction

Scale where there appeared to he a real difference between the means of

the "Full-timers" and the" At homes". The range of scores was also fairly

uniform across the four scales for the three groups, with the exception of

the Self-esteem scale where the minimum score for the" Part-timers" was

33 points higher than the minimum score for the" Full-timers" and 38

points higher than the" At home);".

9.2.2. 1. Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 stated:

Mothers who work part-time derive as much job sutisfution as those

who work full-time and as much parental satisfaction as those who

devote themselves to family work on a full-time basis.

In order to test these hypotheses statistically a one-way analysis of

vuriunce was carried out on the SCOI't'S obtained by the" Full-timers" and

"Part-timers" respectively on the Job Satisfaction Questionnaire, as well

as a one-way analysis of variunce on the SCOI't.!sobtained by the three

sample groups on the Parent Satisfaction Scale:
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TABLIl 13

Means and Standard Deviations of the four scales fur the three sample groups

Pull time Part time At home
N -·40

Scale MeDn S. I). Min. Mux. Mean S. D. Min. Max. Mean S.D. Min. MIIx.

Job satisfaction 74,3 13,3 50 98 ti; 10,9 50 94

Parental satisfactkm 86,6 8,0 67 106 90,0 9,5 (:,", 107 n,O 8,7 72 109

Self-esteem %,0 IS,/. 47 In 1)9,1 9,'1- 110 11"1 97,8 15,0 42 119

Life satisfuction 37,6 5,2 24 49 40,1 5,4 26 49 40,2 5,3 29 48

I I I I .



physical beauty (3,22) and although they all either were working with or

had worked with the general public, they were not cornfurtuble with

strangers (3,67).

Finally, the subjects' responses to the Life Satisfacti.n Scale items

indicated that the majority of them were satisfied witn. " I'he area I live

in" (Mean '''' 4,21); "The education I have received" (4,21): and "My

family life" (4,17). They were on the whole not satisfied with: "What the

future seems to hold for me (3,56); "My social life" (3,57): and" The way

I spend my leisure time" (3.59).

9.2.2. Mean differences among the three sample groups

In order to establish whether there were any observable mean differences

among the three sample groups on the foul' scales, the means and standard

deviations for each scale across the three groups were calculated and are

presented in Table 13.



There appear to be: two mu in factors ;nhil)itill!,! married wur. .. 11 1'1'11111

free ly chooxing their preferred w. .•rk sr.uu-. their huxbandx income and

the avurlab il ity of part rime jobs, III tilt.' Government": (l1't.'I.'11 Pape: on

tne New l-mployment Standards (Malala, 1l)l)I)) it IS proposed that

part-time WO!'Kt.!I'S he euriried to tltt.' x.une protection» and bencf'its a,s

Cull-time workers, on it proportional h;!,is, T;lI.!SI..' new laws, if passed,

may encourage the creation of more part -timc jobs in South Africu. hut in

the final analysis it is up to the won.en [l) demand the changes t'ley need in

the work place in order to achieve their full potential as mothers and

workers,

10.5. Limitations of the study

The study would have benefited from a larger sample as well as hy the

inclusion of other cultural gro .IpS, By including other cities. such as

Durban and Cape Town in the study, these limitations may have been

overcome

10.6. Sllgg~'St;()I\S fot' ruture research

As the I,;hildhl.'arlll,l~ and rl.!al'in~', stunc i·; 'lnly (lilt.' llf many Important 'ta,i"~'i

in a womnus lite . it is Sll)!gl.'SlI:d that future studies t\lt:ll~ (lit th~ wor'.



"At homes". it was somewhat surprixing that these differences were not

reflected in any mean dilferences either in self esteem Of' ill life

satisfaction for this sample.

10.4. Conclusion

Though the women working part-time enjoyed as much job satisfaction as

the women working full time, anti as much parental satisfaction as uie

women "At home". they did nut diffel' signifkantly in terms or their levels

of self esteem or life sutisluctiun from those women WIHl WCI'I! working

full time or who were at home with their fumilies 011 a full time has is.

The fact that such t\ large pi oportion (i1.4'/(!) of the women included in

this study stuted that they would prefer to work purt-ti me should IlllWI.!Vt!1'

not he overlooked. 'I'he signitlcum <1111.1 positive relationship between

purentul satisfaction and sci" esteem is also an important findIng or this

study. Tilt! results further Stlggt!stcu that long working hours had a

significantly negative relatiunshlp with parental satisfuction and sutisfacriun

with work stutus as well as with life sutisfuction, Finally, it is important

to note that over half (54,.+ '.:;) of the sample slated that they WI:I'C 1\ III

salisfie~l with their present work status.
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It should however b\! ernphasiz cd that not all the three vample gro';ps'

menus W\!I'l! the same on til.: Parent Satisfuction Scule. The" At homes"

mean was signif'icuruly higher than me "Full-timers:" mean. Th~~~\!

findings can be related to those of Harker ( I ()!)3) who found that women

working part-time rcporteu greater satisfuction with children than women

working full-time,

10.3,3,3. Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 stated that:

Mothl!rs who work part time enjoy higher levels of self-esteem and

arlo! more satisfied with their lives than mothers who work full-time

or those who devote themselves to family work on a full-time basis.

As there was no signif'icunt differences among the means of the three

sample groups' scores on the Index of Self-esteem OJ' Oil the l.i Ic

Satisfaction Questionnaire. Hypothesis 2 was rejected,

After finding that such an ()\ crwhelming majority of the nurses preferred

purr-time work. that the I1l11\1.'\ working full time were less satisfied with

their work status than holll the .. Part-timers" illIt.! the" At homes", and

further that the" Full timers" enjoyed less parental satistuction than the
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they needed more self-cunfidcnce anti wert! UilSUl'1.' of their physical

appearance. Finally. the nurses' responses til the Life Satisfaction Scale

indicated that the majority or them were satisfied with the area they lived

in, their education and their family life. The nurses' satisfaction with

family life can he related to Hauvio Munnila'x (I t)71) study on lift!

satisfaction in which she found that family satisfaction had the higlwst

correlation with overall life sutlsfuction. Less satisfying was. among other

things, the nurses' leisure time and their social life. It is not hard to

Imugine that for it working mother of young children there is not ruuch

time left 1'01' leisure 01' for a social life at the end of the day.

10.3.3.2. Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis I stated that:

Mothers who work part-time derive as much job sntistuctiun as

those who work full time and as much parental sutisl'action as those

who devote themselves to family work un a full-time hcsis.

As there was no signi IIl'ant difference hetweer: the means 01 the "Part-

timers" and" Full-timers" scores on tilt: Job Sutisf'action Questionnaire, nor

between the means of the" Part timet's" and" At hurries" on the Parental

Satisfaction Scale, Hypothcxis I was accepted,
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A closer lnspecuon 1)1' the means and standard deviations of the individual

items of the four scales (See Append!x I and Appendix II) revealed that

whereas the nurses enjoyed the amount of responxlblllity they were given

and the opportunity to lise their ubilities, as well as till' actual physical

work conditions, they rated thdr chance of promotion, their rate of pay

and th- industrlu! relations between management and workers at thelr

places of work as ,'t:lng quite low. These findings can be related to the

South African Nursing Association's (l990a & b) inquiry into the nursing

profession which found that the reasons I'm high staff-turnover in the

profession included non-market related salaries and a bureaucratic style uf

management. The lack of opportunities fOI' promotion in the nllrsing

profession appears to he a source of dissatisfaction world wide, with

Gaertner (1982) listing poor opportunities for promotion as one of the

greatest sources of dissatisfaction for American nurses. As for the

Parental Satisfaction Scale, just like in Beckman's (1978) study where the

most salient rewards of parenthood included the telutionship with the child

(c. g. getting and giving love), the items reflecting this quality, i. c. "My

children like me" and" The love and affection I receive from my children"

ranked the higest together with" Efforts made by parents is worthwhile in

the long run". As is the l:aSL' with many other parents world wide, the

item means indicated that even this sample of nursing sisters fount! it

difficult always to be patient and consistent in their parenting behaviour,

Though the subject'« responses to the Self-esteem Index indicated that they

did not want to dlange places with anYOIH~ else, many of them believed
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terms of stated future wishes but with a somewhat higher percentage of

subjects wishing to wurk part-time in five years time. The correlution

coeff'ici ent of .(), 48U obtai ned for the 1'1.'1 ationvhip between the nu mber of

hours worked pel' week by each subject and those subjects' sutisfaction

with their present work status, indicated that longer working hours lead to

lower levels of satisfaction with work status. It was found in fact that both

the "Part-timers" and the" At homes" were significantly more satisfied

with their present work status than the" Full-timers". '1hese findings can

he related to the study conducted by Barker (1993) where she found that.

women involuntary working full-time reported the lowest happiness.

10.3.:', Job Satisfaction, Parental Satisfaction, Self-esteem and Life
Satisfaction

10.3,3. 1. Characteristics of the Seal es

High intcrnul reliubillty coefficients Oil pal' with or higher than those

previously quoted for the foul' scales were obtained (Sec Section 8. I),

which was particularly pleasing in view of the fact that neither Hudson's

(11)82) Index of Self-esteem, nor the Cleminshaw und Guidihaldi (1980)

Parent Satisfaction Scale. appeared to have been used fot' research

purposes in South Africa before,
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older the woman is the older her chrldren are and at the same time, the

higher her husband'« income is (prcsumahly because he is older and better

established), tlte.! less likely she is to work full-time.

There were no significant differences among the three groups in tt!I'I11S of

the" Number of hours of domestic help PCI' week", but it should be noted

that as many as 20% Dr the women working full-time had no domestic help

at :111compared to 6 % of the women working part-time and 151lt, of the

women" At home", This finding can he related !() the fact that the number

of hours of domestic help per week was significantly related to the

husband's income as well as to the number of children under U years of

age in the family. So, though according to Skowno (1985) and Richurdsun

(1991) S()1I1h African society differs from American and other \\t estern

societies in terms of availability of domestic help, it is not necessarily the

women in need of social support who have domestic help, hut rather the

women who can afford it.

10.3.2, Satisfaction with work status

Pun-time work was the preferred choice or the majority of subjects

(() I ,4 %) followed hy being" At horne" (26,7 %) with only a small group

lhat stated that they were either satisficu working full time or would prefer

to work full-time (IO,<J%). lhese proportions remained fairly stuble in
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10.3. Dtffer euces among thc three sample groups

10.J.1. Biographical Vurlub les

Till! "Pnrt-timcrs" and the "At homes" were s ig n ificanuy older than the

"Full-timers", with the At homes" l1..:ing slightly older than the "Parr

timers". These differences can he related to the age groups in Table 1 on

page 10 where the percentage of working women in the 35··54 year age

group is 9% less than the wurking W(1111l!t1 in tht.! 25-34 year age group

The "Part-rimers" ami the "A t 11l1l11t!S" husbands' incomes were

significantly higher than the "Full-rimers" husbands incomes. This

finding is in line with those of Hirschowitz (1987) and Pettersson (1982)

who both found that the lower the husband's salary is, the more like ly it

is that the woman will work outside tile horne.

A somewhat unexpected finding was that the mean age of tile "At h()lllt!~'"

youngest childre» was significantly grl'atl.!!' than the mean ag.e of tilt! "Full

timers'" youngest children, as Pl.!ttI.!I'SSO!l (1982) had found that the younger

the child is, the II.!Ss likely it is that the woman will choose to work full-

time. However. many \75";) or thl.! women working full-time had mixed

feeling s 01' WI.!I'I.! not satisf'icd with their work status.

insteud to b\! a fairly \:(1 IIIP II.!X. relntionship between a womans art:, he!'

childrcns nge , her husband's inC!1111t! and her wurk status. In short: The
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10.2. The relationship between Job Satisfaction, Parental
Satisfaction, Self-esteem, Life Satisfaction and their covariates

Judging from the intercorrelution matrix given in Table 19 (See Section

9.3) it is clear that the "~atisfatil)n with work status" variable is the main

covariate with Job Satisfaction, Parental Satisfaction, Self-esteem and Life

Satisfaction. The second main covariate is the" Husband's Income"

variable which is significantly and positively correlated with Parental

Satisfaction, Self-esteem and Life Satisfaction. Fi nall y, the thi rd

important covariate is the" Number of hours worked per week", which is

significantly and negatively correlated with the" Satisfaction with work

status" variable as well as being significantly and negatively correlated

with Parental Satisfaction and Life Satisfaction.

This picture is further clarified with the two multiple regressions given in

Table 21 and Table 22 (See Section 9.3). Only covariates that were

significantly correlated with Self-esteem 01' Life Satisfaction at the 1%

level were included as predictors in these regression analyses, Job

Satisfaction and Parental Satisfaction emerged as the best predictors of

Self-esteem whereas "Satisfaction with work status", Self-esteem and

" Husband' s income" were the best predictors of Li Fe Satisfaction.
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The model of interrelationships and intercorrelatlons given above suggests

1

A Model of the Relationship between Job Satisfaction,
Parental Satisfaction, Self-Esteem and Life Satisfaction

.. Signtfh;nnt At the l!~ rever
• ~Isnlfil;ant ~t the 5 % le~~1

that Job Satisfaction and Parental Satisfaction contribute to Life

Satisfaction indirectly through their contribution to Self-esteem as well as

directly through their somewhat weaker relationship with Life Satisfaction

itself.
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CHAPTER 10

10. DISCUSSION

10.1. The relationship between Job Satisfaction, Parental
Satisfaction, Self-esteem and Life Satisfaction

Job satisfaction, parental sat isfnction, self-esteem and lift! satisfaction

were all significantly and positrvely correlated with one another and

their pattern of lntercorrelations appeared to fit their proposed

interrelationship as given in Figure 4 on page <16. In Figure 5 this

proposed relationship is reproduced with the appropriate correlation

COt! ff'ic ie nts added.
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TABLE 21

Multiple regression of Parental Satisfaction, Job Satisfaction
and" Satisfaction with work status" on Self-esteem

Multiple R = 0,50

Standard
Regression
Coefficient

Variable P-Value

Job Satisfaction O,~8 0,02

Parental Satisfaction 0,26 0,02

"Satisfaction with work status" 0,15 0,18

As can be seen in Table 21, Job Satisfaction and Parental Satisfaction

made the greatest contribution towards the multiple regression coefficient

of 0,50,
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women at other stages of their lives, such as the stage before their first

child is horn and the stage when all their children are in senior school or

have left home.

It is also suggested that the present study he repeated on other

occupational and cultural groups v\ here possible.
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SECTION F
For the next set of questions. please indicate how satisfied or dissatisfied you feel about the following
aspects of your life at the present moment. Please circle the appropriate number.

I, The house, flar or room that I five in 3

2. The area that I live in 3

3. My standard of living: the thlng~ r
can do or buy

10. My family life

" 3 4 5

:, 3 ~ 5

2 3 4 5

'2 3 4 s

2 3 4 5

:: J .~ 5

:: .\ .~ .'i

:: J 4 5

4. The way 1 spend my leisure time

5. My present state of health

6. The education 1 have received

7. What f am acrornplishing in life

8. What the turure seems to hold hJr me

9. My social iife

II. T ...kin~~everything together. mv lift!
as ',: .1'. ile these 'days . :)

11



16. 1 feel verv self-conscious wnen 1 am
w ith strangers

17. 1 feel that if I could be more like other
people I would have maul! it

18. I fed that people have a g(JlllJ tunc when
they arc with me

19. 1 feel like wallflower when I gl) out

20. I feel 1 get pushed around OHm: than others

21. 1 think that 1 am rather a nice person

~3. I reel that I am a likeable r er« \1\

.~5. ~(y fril1nlb think very IHfhh lIt me

2ti. Taking l!\~r)thillg together. ( It:d ,:,','d
ahout llI~sdf

'J

5

.2 J 5

, .\ 4 5-

, 3 5-

J 3 ,~ .')..

"\ ~ 4 :'\..

, 3 .1 .')...

.I :)

, J-

.\

10.



SECTION 0
This se: of Items is desiencd III measure how vou ,~e ·.(111r'i~If. Please answer each item as carefullv and
accurately as you can. Please circle the appropriate number:

I, I feci lilat people would nl,t like me
if they really knew me well

2., I feel that others get along much
better than I do

3, I feel that I am a heauutul person

4, When I am with other people I fl.!el
they are glad I am with them

5. I feel that people really like to
talk With me

6, I fed I am a very competent person

7, I think I make a good impression on others

q, When I am With strangers I am very nervous

10. 1wink 1am a dull person

I I. [ feel ugly

.,

2.

:: 3 :)

:. :I ~

.., 3 •.j. 5~

:. 3 :'i

~ 3 .~ S

" :I

,1 5.l



21. I am satisfied with my child-rearing skills

Stron!!ly agree Agree

I wish 1 gave my children more attennon

Strongly disagree

23. I think rnv children w III alwavs contribute til my happiness

Strongly agree Strongly disagree

24. Sometimes I feel I should provide more supervision tor my children

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

:!5. My children add variety to my life. which i, stimulating

Strongly agree Acree Disagree

26. Overall. I am not happy heine a parent

Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree

27. I am satisl1::d with the amount of time I can give to my children
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

28. I can't wait until my children grow up and move out

Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree

29. It pleases me that my children have kept me feeling young

Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree

,,0. My children annoy me t,111 much In rront of my friends

Strongly agree vcrce Disagree Strongly disagree

31. Taking everything into .j,,(\l)l1t. I must ,ay I really enjoy being a parent

Strongly agree \ ,:r,':': Disagree Strongly Jj.~agret!



10, [ think th.u my children du nul like me very much. \,hi,'h gn:atJ! upsets me

Strongly agree

II I think my children would consider me lu be a glJlllJ parent
Strongly agree

I:::, I feel uncomfortable with the way I often discipline U1e children
Strongly agree Disagree

13. My children's sense uf humour amuses me

Strongly agree Agree Strongly disagree

l·~, I am upset with the amount of yelling I direct towards my children
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

IS. I am delighted with the relationship that I have with my children
Strongly agree Disagree

16. Having children causes mlU1Yproblems between a husband and wife
Stron g IY agree Agree Disagree

1'7 All the efforts a parent makes fur his/her children are worthv, hile in the long run

Strongly a~ ce Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

18. I wish I was a better parent and coukl UI) a better Job purenting

Strongly agree

I'l My children's co-operative behaviour pleases me greatly

20. I am Jis\atl\t'il:d \\1Ih the \val' [ ~'prt:~~ love tll rny children

Strongty J>!r<:e .\:!T,!e Disacree



SECTION C

This ser of items deals WiLl various upects of your experience of being a parent. WI! would like you ttl
tell us whether YOU acree or disuzree with cuch of the statements given below _ Please circle the answer
that best describes ho~vyou feel. '(Pleil.le note that though the wori "children " IS used throu ghou), parents
who have onlv one child are ,11.11)asked to compictc this le'(,[lon, In this c'ast' "children are' or 'mv
children" should he read and understood uS "child IS" (111<1 "mv child").

I, My children are usually a joy anti fun to he with

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

2. I wish I were more consistent in my parenting behaviour

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

3, The most difflcult years of my marriage have been the chiid-reann-; years

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

4. Iam pleased With the amount of love and affection I receive from my children

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

5, Sometimes I feel [ am too critical of my children

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

6, Iwish J did not become impatient so quickly with my children

Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree

7, I am sutisfled with the way my children treat me

Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree

8, Being a parent has brougi» I";! a lot llf work and heartaches

Strongly agree Acree Disagree Strongly disagree

(), I think my children Will he a source of comfort and security In my \111.1 agt.:

Strongly agree Stronuly disagree

(),



'J InJustri~d ri:laci,iO.\ n<:1\\ "t:Il
management and workers In
your ';1 .upany .\ 7

10, The way your company:
organisation IS managed :1 {J

11, Your chance of promotion () 7

12. The attention paid to
suggestions YIlU make .3 5

1.3. Your hours of work .3 5 () 7

14, The amount ur variety In
your job . .j. :1 (J i

15, Your lob security ()

It) NIl\\' taklJlg everything into
account. ho« \ll) vuu feel
about your .iL)h as' J whole' :1 f)
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